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We do need a 'new economy,' but one that is founded on thrift
and care, on saving and conserving, not on excess and waste.
An economy based on waste is inherently and hopelessly
violent, and war is its inevitable by-product. We need a
peaceable economy.
- Wendell Berry

2011 has surely been an eventful year in the real sense atleast as far as global networking platforms are concerned.
Starting with JEC Composites in France, INDEX in Geneva, Techtextil in Frankfurt and ITMA in Barcelona the industry
had the rare chance of witnessing these four mega events all within a span of 6 months. The positivity and vibrancy
seen at these events clearly showed that the industry is moving forward on the innovation path .
Amidst all this there is also nervousness on the economic front in EU and US. The world stands at a critical inflection
point and uncertainty is holding back a lot of decisions. Even though there are mixed reviews for the US economy – the
unemployment and a depressed housing industry could surely dampen growth. The European Union is trying its level
best to bail itself out of the present crisis arising due to the imbalance of performance in various European countries.
Also amidst rising inflation in India, China and Latin America the entire world is at a position of seeking a harmonious
and a good decision making arising out of good global governance. Sustainability in business practices is one of the
most important feature that needs to be kept in mind while formulating decisions. Issues such as waste management
need to be a part of this new economy as is reflected in the above quote by Wendell Berry.
Inspite of the entire gloomy picture we see worldwide, the growth in the Indian technical textile industry has been
positive across all segments of the industry. The developed world is looking at India as one of the most important
economic destinations to do business with. Seeing the various sectors of growth and the response received at the
OUTLOOK conference in Budapest on personal care products particularly for the emerging markets, we believe that
the disposable hygiene industry in India is all set for growth in the coming decades. One industry that has applications
across all major industry is the Filtration industry, and this application is expected to grow exponentially in India if the
proposed national manufacturing policy (NMP) plans of the Indian government of increasing the share of
manufacturing in the GDP from the present 16% to 25% by 2025 are taken seriously. The cover story this time is on
the filtration industry and its impact will hopefully enlighten the readers with a vision 2020 that this special industry
holds. Complementing this situation and also after almost 2 years BCH and EDANA would again be organizing the 2nd
edition of Filtrex Asia in New Delhi on the 6th -7th Dec 2011. For those who are looking at expansions or
diversifications this would definitely be an ideal platform to network and exchange information.
Another important issue that really needs attention is the sustainable growth of the nonwoven industry in India which
is at a nascent stage. There is a need for proper guidance to the decision makers and investors as what has been seen
lately is that people have burnt their fingers on just wrong decision making supporting matters like inappropriate
machine selection, product selection and market selection. As an initiative to address this need BCH would be holding
a workshop on "How to make the right nonwovens" on the 10th January 2011 in Mumbai and I personally invite all those
who are seriously thinking of getting into this industry to attend this event.
Once again thank you for synergizing with all our efforts. Hope you enjoy reading this issue.
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VISION 2020...
...for the Filtration Industry
Edited by Jeffery Saunders, Copenhagen Institute for Future Studies & Pierre Wiertz, EDANA

To conceive an image or to envisage the future can be done either by interpreting information, analyzing trends or
by judging the impact of the environment that surrounds the theme. The resulting perception turns into a vision
and that is precisely what the authors have tried to put down in their thoughts by envisaging what the future holds
in particular for the filtration industry around the globe.
Megatrends and their consequences depend a lot upon the Contextual environment that surround an industry.
Taking a look at a general environment that may be contextual ( Fig. 1 ) to any industry we can say that changes
seen on grounds of sustainability, technology, demography, consumer behaviour, world economy, globalization,
energy & raw materials really are the foretellers of what is going to be. Resulting trends can thus be attributed into
factor trends, knowledge trends, social trends and Industry trends as can be seen in Fig. 2.
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Fig. 1 : Contextual environment

Analysis Of A Few Selected Trends for the
Filtration Industry
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1. Demographic Trends
The Population of the world today is expanding more
in the developing nations and is more or less
stagnant in the developed world. Urbanization too is
seeing an increasing trend. With the increase in life
expectancy rate and the decrease in birth rate the
future population is going to be more of an ageing
one bringing with it an increased number of
problems related to health and happiness. ( See Fig.
3,4,5 ). Also the population today is faced with many
challenges. On one side the governments are
struggling to provide services while on the other side
there is a growing middle class that is struggling to
pay for services .

Fig. 2 : Trends
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Global Population Development

An Ageing Global Population
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Fig. 3 : Population – Expanding, Urban, Aging, and Obese
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Fig. 5: G-20 65+ Projected 2020 Dispersion Map
Source: UN Population Prospects, 2008

Analyzing these trends it is clear that urbanization is going
to bring with it an increased focus on air and water quality
in urban areas globally. The demographic growth in low
and middle income countries will lead to a demand for
efficient, low cost solutions. The world of tomorrow is
definitely going to see an increased use of air conditioning
systems and HEPA filtration on account of an ageing
smoking and an obese population which is struck with
chronic respiratory diseases. (See Fig. 6) Consequently
there will also be a growth of filtration systems in all
transportation systems. Additionally the Increasing
population concentrations would lead to increasing
chemical concentrations in human waste and therefore
there would be an increased use of grey water recycling.

Chronic Respiratory Disease

Prevalence

Fig. 6: Chronic Respiratory Diseases

Source: WHO
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2. Economic Growth
As the world is reaching out to create an economic balance the economic growth is inevitable in the east and soon the
international global governance will see itself adjusting to new realities as power shifts to the BRIC Countries. China
which has taken the lead will overtake the USA economy by 2025 and will become the world economic super power.
The rest of the BRIC countries namely Brazil, India and Russia will surpass European and Japanese economies more or
less by 2030 as depicted in the future trend predictions of many. As a result the world will see a time within these years
where the growing middle class will form the major chunk of the global population. This middle class would be aspiring
and have an urge to increase its standard of living constantly by having the means to meet its wants and preferences.
This time of the next 20 years would be a very demanding time as far as quality products and solutions are concerned
by the global population which will see increased per capita consumption rates go up drastically.

3. Energy supply and demand
The world energy demand would expand by 45%
between now and 2030 – an average rate of increase of
1.6% per year – with coal accounting for more than a
third of the overall rise as can be seen in the Fig. 7. As
the energy growth in non-OECD countries is set to
explode, India and China would witness the maximum
need for energy as they are supporting huge populations
and industrial development with a less per capita GDP in
Purchasing Power Parity terms. This energy demand
which is set to sky rocket in industrializing countries can
easily be understood from the Fig.8. Energy prices are
also likely to remain historically high towards 2020 as
major concentration of proven oil reserves are in the non
OECD (Organisation for Economic Co-operation and
Development) countries.

Mtoe

Analysing these trends for the filtration industry the growing wealth would lead to an increase in consumption of
energy, consumer products, meat, etc. which would result in an increased demand for energy, water supplies and air
quality resource. The increasing per capita income would set the need for better, reformed quality products and
solutions. This would consequently lead to an increasing demand for finer degrees of separation in industrial uses too.
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Fig. 7: World Primary Energy Demand in the IEA Ref. Scenario
Source: OECD/IEA, 2009
Beyond BRIC

Analysing thus the energy trends
most of the energy supply is likely
to come from fossil fuels thus
demarking an increased need for
hot exhaust gas filtration. There
would also be an added need to
address the filtration needs in
alternative energy sources such
as: Nuclear power, Carbon
capture and sequestration,
Potentially in the hydrogen
economy (though a couple
decades down the line), Biomass

Per capita GDP in
Purchasing Power Parity
(2009 est)
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Fig. 8: Energy demand is set to sky rocket in industrializing countries
Source: CIA, Worldfact Book

4. Sustainability challenges
As global warming is engulfing the planet at an increasingly faster pace, the people are striving forward to meeting
these challenges with whatever is possible. The mindset is changing towards sustainable practices and rules and
regulations along with stringent laws are following this mindset. Waste disposal is a world issue and all efforts are
being made towards minimal or no wastage coupled with sustainable disposal techniques. Water as a resource is
being affected the most and is witnessing problems like decreased water supply, water pollution and resulting health
problems due to arsenic and fluoride in ground water in developing countries supporting huge populations, flood
disasters, damage to aquatic ecosystems due to increased salinity and decreased stream flows , floods and droughts.
(See Fig. 9)
Analyzing this trends again for the filtration world the applications in mitigation will grow which may be for Carbon
Capture Sequestration, nuclear power, etc. Furthermore uses for adapting to the global warming challenges will bring
an increase in air conditioning, desalination, finding new uses for water in cooling. Also new technologies will lead to
new forms of pollution which will then have to be addressed through filtration. There definitely would be more and
more new possibilities for stricter regulations bringing with it a need for better efficiencies with better filtration
products.
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Fig. 9: Water Stress & Pollution

5. Technology developments
As is the case with many
application areas the filtration
industry also would witness a
technology convergence between
nano technology, bio technology
and materials supported by
existing information. As R&D is
being given significant importance
, a trend which is set to continue by
way of expenditure incurred and an
increasing number of researchers
engaged, one can easily judge that
there are going to be a number of
technological developments in the
near future.
Analytically
composite materials would see an
increase in the filtration product
offerings. Ultrafiltration and
nanofiltration will seek more and
more importance. Overall the

technological development will lead to bifurcation in the market between” commodity” producers and increase
specialized producers.
6. Standards & regulatory harmonization
As globalization will increase there is sure to be a harmonizatin witnessed in standards and regulations even though
there might be different supply chains for different regions. New knowledge would lead to standard chemicals being
banned and it would become essential to have data management and control over suppliers' sourcing of materials.
The attitude towards new technologies would also be a key determinant for future regulations.
All these major trends have already kick started the revloution in the filtration product offerings by the world.
Summarized ahead are a some interpretations of a few leading players in the industry whose developments will
support this vision 2020 and provide enough food for thought to the stakeholders of this industry. Selection has
been made randomly by BCH so as to support the idea of the vision. Let us have a look….

H&V - Energy-Saving Hydraulic Filter Media With 50% Reduction in
Pressure Drop
Hollingsworth & Vose (H&V) has introduced a new family of energy-saving hydraulic filter media
products that provides a 50% reduction in pressure drop without compromising other filter
performance metrics. "The hydraulic system on most construction and off-highway equipment is the
largest consumer of energy. Rising fuel costs, plus new fuel economy regulations, have magnified the
fluid power engineer's focus on system efficiency," said Andrew Shepard, Director, Global Market
Management, H&V's Engine and Industrial Filtration business unit. "Our filter media's remarkable
reduction in fluid flow restriction permits customers to cut overall system energy requirements. At the
same time, it lowers the total cost of ownership by increasing reliability, reducing maintenance, and
improving filter and pump life." The media's lower differential pressure means that the hydraulic
system need not divert valuable energy to push fluid through a highly resistant filter. For example,
when compared against comparable existing high-performance 10-micron media at beta 200
efficiency, the new H&V media reduces resistance from 6.8 mm to 3.5 mm of water at 5.3 cm/sec flow.
"The performance of H&V's next-generation hydraulic filter media permanently redefines the
capacity/permeability relationship at each micron rating," said Shepard. "When combined with H&V's
renowned quality and global presence, it delivers all the filter performance and service a hydraulic
system requires, plus the energy savings that design engineers dream of." Product designers are able
to use the media in two ways: to produce a premium product with 50% lower delta pressure and an
increased lifetime or to reduce the size of the filter and maintain the equivalent performance. The new
filter media comes in 5-, 10-, and 20-micron ratings. Each retains the filter manufacturer's existing
caliper requirements and runs on production lines without alteration. H&V's energy-saving hydraulic
filter media is ideal for construction, agriculture, industrial equipment, material handling, automotive,
steel, marine, power station, and wind turbine applications.
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Filtrex Asia 2011 will support papers
from industry experts representing
organisations such as:
Ahlstrom
Andrew Webron Industries
Business Co-ordination House (BCH)
Central Pollution Board Control
Colbond
Eureka Forbes Limited
Evonik Fibres
Freudenberg Filtration Technologies
Gulmohar Group
Hollingsworth & Vose
Indian Institute of Technology
IREMA
ITV Denkendorf
Mecaplast
Oerlikon Neumag
Palas
Porous Materials Inc.
Reinfenhauser Reicofil
Sandler
Technical Absorbents Ltd.
Tefisa
University of Leeds
.......

Program Format
Cocktail
Evening

Date

Conference

Table Top
Exhibition

6th December
2011

10:00 a.m. 5:30 p.m.

9:00 a.m. 7:00 p.m.

6:30 p.m. 9:30 p.m.

7th December
2011

9:00 a.m. 4:30 p.m.

9:00 a.m. 4:30 p.m.

----------

The tabletop exhibition will support
offerings made by some leading
companies such as:
Ahlstrom
AIM Filtertech Pvt. Ltd.
Fiberweb Asia Pacific Ltd.
Hollingsworth & Vose
Irema-Filter GmbH
Metso Paper-France
Palas GmbH
Sandler AG
TWE Dierdorf – SovereignTech.
Teijin India Pvt. Ltd.
.......

Cover Story
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MANN+HUMMEL - New Acoustic Filter - Space-saving Solution For Air Intake Systems
Fuel-saving 4-cylinder turbocharged engines require the same volume of combustion air as 6-cylinder
naturally aspirated engines. In order to keep pressure loss to a minimum, the cross-section of the intake
manifold must therefore be increased. Larger cross-sections in turn lead to higher intake noise levels.
MANN+HUMMEL has thus developed a space-saving acoustic filter which attenuates noise just as
efficiently as bulky space-consuming resonators.
How the acoustic filter works:
The MANN+HUMMEL system varies the diameter of the intake manifold. Through an orifice flap in the
intake system, the cross-section of the intake manifold is adjusted to provide optimum air flow to the
engine at all times. To achieve optimum function, the engineers developed a twin duct. A separator wall
divides the typically single air intake manifold into two induction ports. One of these ports is always open,
thus supplying the engine with a minimum quantity of air. In the second port, the orifice flap regulates the
air flow as required, cleverly utilising the pressure differential in front of and behind the flap and thus
operating without external stimulus. At low engine speed when little air is required, the flap remains
closed, because the first port is already supplying sufficient air. If engine speed increases, for example
through acceleration, a pressure differential builds up in front of and behind the flap, which gradually
opens. Air is thus supplied to the engine through the second port. At full throttle, the flap is completely
open and the air flows freely into the cylinders.
Lower noise levels
With the acoustic filter, an optimum volume of air is supplied to the engine. Intake noise remains low
through the variable cross-section of the intake manifold. The acoustic filter can in fact reduce individual
noise peaks, particularly at low speeds. This has been confirmed on the roller test bench at
MANN+HUMMEL. In addition, the new development saves more than 2.5 litres of installation space in the
engine compartment which would otherwise have been occupied by the resonators.

MANN+HUMMEL - Membrane Development
At its Ludwigsburg headquarters, filtration specialists MANN+HUMMEL develop membrane filter elements
for the effective and cost-effective treatment of water. Membranes represent the heart of water treatment
systems. Membrane technology uses a mechanical separation procedure to carry out filtering, consumes
less energy than traditional thermal systems, gives a better filter performance and takes up less space.
Hollow plastic fibres made by MANN+HUMMEL remove more than 99.999 per cent of bacteria thanks to
highly developed membrane technology, and deliver a consistent water quality. Membranes developed in
the future will provide effective resistance against germs and viruses. The Water division is headquartered in
Singapore. It is here that the Group is setting up a second research laboratory, enabling their membrane
experts to support production and sales on-site. This will include further development of current
ultrafiltration membranes for decentralised sewage treatment plants, development of nanofiltration
membranes and the corresponding modules, for example for drinking water applications, and further
development of current systems into highly modular units to which – similar to a modular assembly system –
pre- and post-treatment units for example for the chlorination of water can be connected easily for longer
preservation. One task for both development divisions – advanced development in Ludwigsburg and
application development in Singapore – will be to open up further fields of application for membrane
technology for MANN+HUMMEL. ”Increasing industrialisation and a growing population in Asia are leading to
a constant increase in water consumption and water pollution," says Ulrich Winter, Managing Director of
MANN+HUMMEL Singapore. "One of the many advantages with our systems is their very straightforward
operation. Well-trained specialist personnel are few and far between in many parts of Asia, but these are also
unnecessary for operation of our systems. After Southeast Asia, we are targeting the NAFTA region and
Europe as markets for our water filtration systems. More stringent legal requirements, a general shortage of
water and even the need to increase product quality, in industries such as pharmaceuticals, medicine or
electronics, all lead to an enormous demand for reliable and cost-efficient water treatment." Examples of
customer groups purchasing MANN+HUMMEL water filtration systems include local authorities, the oil and
gas industry, electric power plants, the food industry, the construction industry, the mining industry and
many more besides. MANN+HUMMEL also supplies products suitable for use in disaster zones. The Royal
Thai Army and the Thai Navy received robust and solid filters with hand pumps for people in remote floodaffected areas. These filters are easily transportable and treat water without the need for electricity.
MANN+HUMMEL Singapore donated these water treatment systems.
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Camfil Farr's -Award in UK for LowEnergy Hi-Flo
Camfil Farr's subsidiary in the United Kingdom
has received three awards this year – and is
short-listed for another four – in recognition of
recent achievements on national level within the
British air filtration and HVAC industries. The
most recent award this summer was for “Air
Conditioning Product of the Year” for Camfil
Farr's low-energy air bag filter, the Hi-Flo M7 H7,
which delivers the required level of clean air in
heating, ventilation and air conditioning (HVAC)
systems while consuming the minimum amount
of energy. The Hi-Flo filter was cited for its
ability to provide high-efficiency grade filtration
to address indoor air quality problems by
removing contaminants and delivering
consistent and reliable sub-micron protection in
turbulent or varying airflows. Hi-Flo's particle
capture performance, which is unaffected by
coarse dust concentration and elevated
humidity – and the bag filter's lowest life cycle
cost for any application – were other
characteristics that helped win the Air
Conditioning Product of the Year prize.

®

H&V - Technostat Plus Filter Media
Hollingsworth & Vose's Technostat® Plus filter
media is an electret air filter media for use in
respirators, HVAC, medical, vacuum cleaners
and cabin air filter applications. H&V's
Technostat Plus is an extension of the
Technostat product family, which achieves
higher filter media performance and enhanced
processability. Technostat products offer high
sub-micron efficiency, high dust holding
capacity, extremely low pressure drop and a
stable shelf life. As with H&V's recently
introduced Capaceon ® product platform,
Technostat breaks the link between filter media
basis weight and performance. For example,
one media design offers pressure drops which
are nearly half that of current media at the same
basis weight. Another design retains the same
performance level of current Technostat while
offering a 20-25% basis weight reduction.
Technostat Plus offers filter designers greater
flexibility and increased life time value.
European Nonwovens Industry Association
EDANA will present their annual awards on April
12th, the opening day of the INDEX 11 show in
Geneva. These awards are described by EDANA
as "the highest accolade for the best examples
of excellence in our industry".

Freudenberg Filtration Technologies- Viledon® Compact Pocket Filters
®

Viledon Compact pocket filters with the 4-layered Nano jetSpin filter medium Freudenberg Filtration
Technologies has launched a new media technology on the market: the Viledon® Compact pocket filters of the
T 90, MF 90 and MF 95 series, featuring a 4-layered medium and an integrated nanofiber layer, achieve
superlative filtering performance by means of mechanical arrestance coupled with a low pressure drop.
Viledon® filters with jetSpin technology can be recognized by the unmistakable “Embossed plus” on each filter
pocket. The superlative filtering performance of Viledon® Compact pocket filters featuring Nano jetSpin
technology is based on a combination of rigorous mechanical filtration and the superlative characteristics
of purely synthetic-organic media: they are binderfree, non-breaking, waterproof and microbiologically
inactive. Viledon® Compact pocket filters with Nano jetSpin excel in terms of high initial efficiencies and an
outstanding dust storage capacity. They ensure maximized operational dependability, and under all duty
conditions they can be relied upon for continuously excellent mechanical filtration performance. Four layers
for enhanced performance and safety The Compact T 90, MF 90 and MF 95 pocket filters consist of 4-layered,
progressively structured high-performance nonwovens made of non-breaking synthetic-organic fibers with a
nanofiber layer. A jetSpin layer, together with a superfine Nano jetSpin layer, surrounded by a prefilter and a
support layer, ensure optimized filtration of critical fine particles in the heart of the medium. The new Compact
pocket filters featuring Nano jetSpin nonwo2/2 vens ensure reliable, effective arrestance of superfine critical
dust particles. They are particularly well-suited for sensitive installations and processes where specific safety
requirements apply in terms of arrestance capability. Irrespective of the conditions the filters have to cope
with, they provide sustainedly high efficiency. This has been verified by checking the filter medium after
isopropanol (IPA) treatment.
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Nanogate - Awarded DBU Project To Develop Energy-efficient
Fine-particle Filters
Nanogate AG, the leading international integrated systems provider for nanosurfaces, is developing an
innovative coating for fine-particle filters with the financial support of the environmental organisation
Deutsche Bundesstiftung Umwelt (DBU). The project centres on reducing the energy needed to operate
filters in ventilation and air-conditioning systems. It has been awarded a grant worth a sizeable sixfigure euro sum. The development aims to increase filter efficiency by improving dust recovery. In
addition to this, the project is seeking to enhance the filters´ durability, thereby significantly improving
cost-effectiveness. There are many uses for filter fleeces with enhanced properties. These range from
exhaust and ventilation technology in industrial systems to domestic air-conditioning and ventilation
systems which are increasingly becoming standard for low-energy and passive-energy homes. Ralf
Zastrau, CEO of Nanogate AG, comments: "We see this grant from the DBU as great recognition of our
long-standing expertise in air filtration. As fine-particle filters are now used in both large-scale industrial
systems and private homes, we believe there are good sales opportunities which will enable our energyefficient products to contribute towards optimum energy utilisation in a range of applications."
Technical background:
In dust and fine-particle filtration, a filter´s performance is determined primarily by its fibre density.
Higher-performance filters – those designed to recover the most dust – need denser filter material.
However, the disadvantage of this technology is that with higher filter density the pressure loss
experienced during filter use is also higher. This means that considerably more energy is needed to force
air through the filter. With the right filter finish, it is possible to achieve higher dust recovery without
altering the density of the filter material. The pressure loss is therefore the same as for an untreated
filter, leading to improved filter efficiency without increased energy consumption.

IREMA - Offering Pre-Welded Rolls

Evonik - VESTAMID® HTplus Product Series
Drinking water needs to meet the highest purity
standards. However, on its way to the consumer
clean water may become contaminated by heavy
metals as it passes through metal pipes.
VESTAMID® HTplus, a polyphthalamide (PPA) from
Evonik Industries, can serve as a substitute for
normal brass components in the future, thus
ensuring a supply of unpolluted water. VESTAMID®
HTplus is renowned for its high durability, versatility,
and ease of processing. The new VESTAMID®
HTplus M1600 product series therefore meets the
demand for plastics certified for drinking water with
high dimensional stability and excellent mechanical
properties such as rigidity and strength. In addition
to the German KTW certification, VESTAMID®
HTplus has received other national certifications
such as NSF61, WRAS, and ACS.* The VESTAMID®
HTplus M1600 product series is ideally suited for
applications in which metals have traditionally been
used—for example as the base material for water
filter housings or as a valve or regulator in sanitary
fittings. In addition to corrosion resistance, the
material offers advantages like design freedom and
a reduction of the component weight, which in turn
reduces component costs by up to 50 percent.

Irema manufactures its own melt-blown filter
media for use in filter media applications and
facemasks. For customers who do not have the
capability of making filter pockets themselves,
Irema offers pre-Welded Rolls of Micro 2000 Plus
media that are ultrasonically welded and ready
for cutting into pockets. Each welded roll has 6
rows of internal spacers to allow the pocket filters
to inflate and provide an even airflow
distribution, resulting in full utilization of the air
filter as well as much reduced initial resistance.
Each separator is welded to the top and bottom
layers of media; the result is a strong seal,
capable of withstanding high pressures of over
1000 Pa.
=Filter Media: Irema Micro 2000 Plus
=Dimensions of Welded rolls: 675 mm. x 150
meters
=Dimensions of pockets: Width is standard at
675 mm
=6 rows of internal spacers
=Depth can vary: just cut & seal to suit your
requirement
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Indian Government
Recent Developments
Anand Sharma- The New Textile Minister
The President of India, on the recommendation of the Prime Minister accepted the resignation of
Shri Dayanidhi Maran, Minister of Textiles on the 12th July 2011. Dayanidhi Maran, India’s cabinet
minister of Textiles, has been replaced by Shri Anand Sharma, Minister of Commerce & Industry.
Shri Anand Sharma will be handling the additional charges of Ministry of Textiles along with the
Ministry of Commerce & Industry. Anand Sharma has been a prominent public face of the Indian
National Congress and was Chief Spokesman of the party for six years. He was elevated to the
Union Council of Ministers with responsibility for Foreign Affairs in January, 2006. He also assumed
the additional charge of Union Minister of State for Information & Broadcasting in October 2008.

Maharashtra Plans Rs. 110 crore Technical Textiles Park
Maharashtra will get its first technical
textiles park- at Ichalkaranji off Kolhapur
in the state's western region. The project
entails an investment of Rs. 110 crore, of
which government subsidy will total Rs.
50 crore: four-fifth of this by the Centre
and the rest Rs. 10 crore by the state
government. The rest will be raised
through members' contribution, loan and
subsidy under the Technology Upgradation Fund.
Technical textiles include textiles for
automotive applications, medical textiles,
geotextiles, agro textiles used for crop
protection & protective clothing for
fighters, bullet proof jackets and space
suits. Prakash Awade, who is the
developer of the upcoming endeavour
with the involvement of micro, small and
medium enterprises, said the proposal
had already been submitted to the textiles
ministry & the approval was expected
soon. “The idea is to build up a CFC
(common facility centre) & meet the
needs of small & medium entrepreneurs
in the technical textiles segment. The
CFC will have all the necessary expertise
to complete the job work as proposed by
the micro, small and medium
entrepreneurs who will be part of the
proposed technical textiles park. The
park will be commissioned in next six

months as the land was in the possession
of Kalappa Awade Industrial Estate.
Awade said the textiles ministry has
already launched technology mission on
technical textiles.
Besides, the ministry will announce two
new missions for standardisation of
testing laboratories & boosting marketing
strength, he added. According to Awade,
the market for the technical textiles both
in & outside India is huge. “Similar
technical textiles parks can be set up in
other parts of Maharashtra.” Chief
Minister Prithviraj Chavan says the
proposed technical textiles park will add
value to the traditional textiles sector and
lead to a manifold increase in
revenues.Currently, only 25 percent of
cotton grown in Maharashtra is
processed within its boundaries; the rest
goes to other states having a vibrant
textiles industry. Chavan has requested
to the Centre to set up a public sector
venture capital fund to encourage
entrepreneurs to explore new areas of
technical textiles.
The government's move comes at a time
when the recent FICCI study shows the
Indian technical textiles industry is
projected to grow to Rs 1.4 trillion ($31.4
billion) by 2016-17.

Indian Government Receives 55 Proposals for Textile Parks
The government plans to set up 25 textile parks across India. Mr. Sharma,
who was given the additional charge of textiles ministry in the recent cabinet
reshuffle, said that 25 new SITPs will be constituted with each unit costing
Rs.40 crore. The government has received 55 proposals for establishing
integrated textiles parks in various parts of the country & has approved a
budgetary allocation of Rs.400 crore for establishment of new textiles parks
under the Scheme for Integrated Textile Parks (SITP). At present, there are
40 textiles parks in various states, including Tamil Nadu, Karnataka, West
Bengal, Gujarat & Andhra Pradesh. The government finances 40% of the
cost of common facilities & infrastructure, up to a limit of Rs. 40 crore, under
the scheme.

Shri Anand Sharma
Textile Minister

Centre of Excellence in
Sportech to be Set Up
in Mumbai
The Union Ministry of Textiles has
sanctioned a grant of Rs 24.5 crore
to the city-based Institute of
Chemical Technology (ICT) to set
up National Centre of Excellence
(NCE) in Sportech.The NCE
Sportech will research and develop
textile technologies related to
various sports. Textile Committee
will assist ICT in organising
seminars all over India and collect
samples from different areas, if
required. "This is the first time the
Ministry has given grants to ICT,
despite its stellar performance over
the years," Yadav said. "Textile
Association has agreed to organise
seminars and conferences with ICT
in 27 different units in various parts
of the country. Texan Laboratory
has also shown interest in assisting
the COE with standardisation of
various testing processes," Yadav
said. The textile chemistry section
of ICT was founded in 1933, along
with the Chemical Engineering
section, by Sir Vithal Chandavarkar,
former Vice Chancellor of
University of Mumbai. It was
recommended by Sir Visvasarayya
Committee of the Province of
Bombay. This has now grown into a
full fledged Department of Fibres
and Textiles Processing Technology.
He added that currently very
eminent faculty- M. D. Teli, S. R.
Shukla and R. V. Adivarekar are at
the forefront in textile related
research. This Centre of Excellence
will rejuvenate this field and make
textiles a glamorous field again.
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A tête-a-tête with Mr. Andreas Lukas
International technology Group ANDRITZ has signed a contract to acquire NSC Group's
nonwoven division encompassing its affiliates Asselin-Thibeau (Elbeuf, France) and NSC Wuxi
(Wuxi, China) very recently on the 20th of September 2011. The acquired companies have
approximately 200 employees and generate aggregate annual sales of about 40 Mn. EURO.
NSC Nonwoven – now ANDRITZ Asselin-Thibeau – supplies systems for drylaid
nonwoven production, mainly for textile and hygiene applications. The ANDRITZ PULP & PAPER
business area is thus strengthening and complementing its product range for the nonwovens
Andreas Lukas,
industry. In combination with the proven products and technologies of ANDRITZ Küsters and
Vice President,
Mr.Nonwovens,
Steven Kenny
ANDRITZ Perfojet, ANDRITZ will be able to supply complete vertical system solutions for
Andritz Küsters GmbH
production of nonwovens to its customers. As a group Andritz is a global market leader in the
supply of customized plants, systems, and services for the hydropower industry, the pulp and paper industry, the
steel industry, and other specialized industries (solid/liquid separation, feed, and biofuel). Headquartered in Graz,
Austria, the Group has about 15,900 employees worldwide. It manufactures and sells its products and services
globally.
The future Andritz Asselin - Thibeau (Elbeuf, France), Andritz Perfojet (Montbonnot, France) and Andritz Kusters
(Krefeld, Germany) together will build the nonwoven platform within the Andritz Group. Experts from all three
locations will pool their expierance and know how to optimise the existing technologies and achieve best process
results at the utmost production efficiency for single system components or full line concepts. BCH brings to you
an interview with Mr. Andreas Lukas, Vice President, Nonwovens - Andritz Küsters GmbH .
BCH: The ANDRITZ GROUP is a leading global
supplier of plants and services for the
hydropower, pulp and paper, metals, and other
specialized industries (solid/liquid separation,
feed, and biofuel). Being a name becoming
synonymous with acquisitions, could you throw
some light on the group's vision?
AL: The ANDRITZ GROUP is a globally leading supplier as
you mentioned and has the goal to become one of the
leading companies globally in all of the markets it serves.
l Focus on growth markets
All five ANDRITZ business areas serve markets with
long-term and sustained growth potential. Within these
markets, the Group focuses on rapidly growing
segments, e.g. renewable energy sources (hydropower
and biomass), stainless steel, or special paper grades
(tissue) and of course Nonwovens

Global presence
ANDRITZ serves globally acting companies all over the
world. In order to meet customers' needs as best and as
quickly as possible, ANDRITZ has a global presence with
over 120 locations (including production facilities,
service and sales companies). The Group's goal is to
further strengthen local service presence close to its
customers
l

Research and development
ANDRITZ is among the technological leaders in all five of
its business areas and invests heavily in research and
development. On average, approximately 3% of sales
are invested in research and development every year,
and over 300 employees work in the Group's research
centers. The main goal is to develop customized
technologies that enhance productivity of customer's
plants, minimize operating costs, and maximize energy
efficiency and environmental protection
l

Complementary acquisitions
ANDRITZ continues to look out for opportunities to
acquire companies and businesses that complement its
existing range of products, process technologies, and
services. The goal is to be a single-source supplier with
full-line capabilities in all business areas.

l

BCH: Please enlighten us with your latest
acquisition and the thought process behind it?
AL: ANDRITZ got the opportunity to acquire the
Nonwoven business from the NSC Group in France
meaning the companies Asselin-Thibeau in Elbeuf France
and NSC Nonwoven in Wuxi China. The focus is to enable
ANDRITZ Nonwoven to supply a full line process and
solutions to our Spunlace customers.
BCH: What according to you made NSC make this
decision?
AL: ANDRITZ Perfojet and NSC Nonwoven have a long
history together. The companies worked before already in
a successful cooperation and worked in this process as a
unique team.
BCH: Having acquired NSC Nonwoven – now
ANDRITZ Asselin-Thibeau , Andritz has become a
strong player of the Nonwoven industry. How
would this affect your presence in the different
application or user industries?
AL: ANDRITZ Nonwoven will increase the service
activities globally especially in China and India. A close
contact to our customer with a direct response will be the
major focus.
BCH: How well is Andritz integrated vertically and
horizontally in the nonwoven industry? Please
throw some light on your product offerings?
AL: We are able to supply full system solutions to all
WetLaid and DryLaid Nonwoven processes as well
individual bonding systems like thermo bonding
(calender and through air), hydro-entanglement, needle
contd...
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From left to right - Didier Vulliet, Andritz Perfojet Nonwoven Managing Director; Johannes Haep, Asselin - Thibeau
President; Andreas Lukas, Andritz Kusters Nonwovens Vice President; Bruno Ameline, NSC Group President Director
General; Jean - Philippe Dumon, Asselin - Thibeau Commercial Director

punching and chemical. Also a variety of finishing and
drying process know how is well established. All
processes can be tested on our pilot lines at Küsters,
Perfojet and Asselin-Thibeau.
BCH: How do you see the global economy moving
in times to come? Is regional integration or spread
the need of the hour? Why?
AL: The economical cycles will all times going up and
down and everybody has to deal with volatile
movements. This fact underlines also more and more
how important a close cooperation to our customers and
suppliers will be today and in the future. The evaluation
of the complete supply chain will generate an added
value for our customers, regional and globally.
BCH: According to you which nonwoven
technologies are going to merge (many
technologies are already competing with each
other by way of offering solutions) or in other
words how do you see the technological
movement of the nonwoven industry in the next
20 years?
AL: The competition between all this different nonwoven
technologies makes the nonwoven industry so
interesting and innovative. A trend – the consolidation
process will go on and more applications are focused on

high capacity solution to make these products for
everybody affordable. Green and sustainable processes
become a standard but the innovation will stay!
BCH: How important are the emerging markets as a
way forward for Andritz especially considering
many industries which have just started to shape
up in many countries?
AL: ANDRITZ is used to work in those countries since
many years. Products and processes are tailor made for
the emerging markets and most of them also
manufactured and produced direct next door to our
customers, like in China and India for the Paper Machine
Business. This engagement will be also part of the
ANDRITZ Nonwoven strategy.
BCH: Any other as you would please?
AL: We see India as the next important player for the
technical textile and nonwoven market. ANDRITZ
Nonwoven will be there to discuss with our Indian clients
solutions dedicated to their needs.
BCH: Last but not the least on what note would you
like to end this discussion?
AL: Getting a chance to look back in ten years from today
and learn the real outcome of the new processes,
products, markets - meaning this industry. May we reflect
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New Energy Concepts
for Greener Spunmelt and
Spunlaid Nonwovens
Hans-Georg Geus, Reifenhäuser REICOFIL GmbH, Troisdorf/Germany

The nonwovens industry produces several million tons of spunlaid fabrics per year that are made into end
products such as baby diapers, feminine hygiene products and filters. Over the last years, growing importance
has been attached to sustainability, especially in the field of consumer products. Looking at the total life cycle of
these products it quickly becomes obvious that moving to alternative raw materials is not the only solution for
the future. Those who strive for sustainable production, for saving energy and for reducing CO2 emissions, have
to focus on the production process: Solutions for greener spunlaid and spunmelt processes already exist and are
offered by Reifenhäuser REICOFIL GmbH, Troisdorf/Germany the worldwide leading manufacturer of nonwoven,
meltblown and composite lines.

Weights per unit area: Reduction helps save
raw material and energy

Heating:
It does not always take electric power

REICOFIL has been working successfully on reducing the
consumption of raw material while maintaining the
material properties since the company developed the first
generation of REICOFIL lines in the 80's - & it has been
successful. Minimum weights per unit area have steadily
decreased and so have material and energy inputs for the
production of the finished products. For example, the raw
material required for a diaper topsheet could be reduced
by over 40 % , from 22 to 12g/m², thanks to technological
developments. In addition, the specific energy
consumption of REICOFIL lines has been lowered from
generation to generation. State-of-the-art REICOFIL® 4
lines only require 0.95 to 1.25 KWH/Kg per beam depending on the output capacity. The REICOFIL® process
enables the required product properties to be achieved on
standard equipment with a minimum of energy and
material input. But even good things can be made better.

REICOFIL offers producers who want to reduce their
energy consumption additional energy saving concepts for example an alternative heating concept - which they
can implement according to their individual
requirements. The efficiency of electric power operated
conventional heating systems is just about 31 percent.
However, if natural gas is used to generate hot
compressed air for the melt blown process or to heat
calenders and driers, it is possible to increase the
efficiency up to 90 percent and at the same time to obtain
a double saving effect: CO2 emissions can be reduced by
about 14 percent for a 3.2 meter wide six beam system
that uses alternative heating technology, and producers
can save energy costs. Although savings may vary from
country to country due to different prices for power and
natural gas, they are worthwhile in any case (See Fig. 1).

Fig. 1 - Possible savings potential for a six beam line based on different prices
for power and natural gas in the USA, Germany and Saudi Arabia.
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Combining heat and power: Combined heat
and power plant meets nonwoven line

Examples of sustainable REICOFIL developments
l

It is also worthwhile to go one step further. Why not
produce part of the power by oneself and use the
resulting waste heat to operate the equipment? Tailormade combined heat and power plants used in REICOFIL
nonwoven and composite lines offer customers the
possibility to do so. Under optimum conditions they will
be able to obtain an overall efficiency of over 90 percent
since the waste heat can be utilised in a targeted way on
different temperature levels. For example, high
temperatures are suitable to generate hot compressed
air for the melt blown process or for heating calenders
and driers, while low temperature levels can be used for
pre-heating of process air or secondary air or for space
heating. In combination with an absorption refrigerator,
such low temperatures are even appropriate for process
air cooling and air conditioning of buildings. In this way,
customers are able to smooth expensive load peaks.

l

Successive reduction of the minimum weight per unit area
Development of line technology for the production of nonwovens
from renewable PLA and Lyocell raw materials

l

Concept of using combined heat and power units to supply the production
lines with electric power and heat

l

Change-over from conventional to climate-friendly refrigerants
Gas increasingly used as a primary energy carrier in the generation of
heat for production lines

l

l

Change-over of line transport, as far as possible, from trucks to inland
water vessels

l

Energy- efficient calenders:
l Encasing
l additional insulation
l motors of improved energy effciency and frequency-controlled
pumps (joint development of REICOFIL / Andritz Küsters)

l

Recycling of brake energy of rotating masses
Recovery of heat from exhaust air

l

Cutting costs through sustainable production
In addition to fossil fuels such as fuel oil and natural gas, combined heat and power plants (CHPs) can be operated also
with regenerative fuels like vegetable oil and biogas. On the one hand, this makes producers more independent of
fossil fuels and, depending on their production location, they may take advantage of local value adding processes on
the other hand. Thanks to the resulting increase in overall efficiency, nonwovens producers are able to significantly
improve their carbon footprint. However, producers that use combined heat and power systems can not only make
their production more resource conserving and thus more sustainable - they can also cut their production costs.
Saving potentials depend on many factors, e.g. raw material prices, overall energy consumption of a line or
government funding for heat and power plants. In many cases, the investment in such a plant will pay off in less than
two years resulting in annual savings of about 700,000 Euros: Strong arguments for producers to take further steps
towards sustainability.
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Virgin Continuous Polyester Yarn Users Switch to...

...Sustainable Newlife™ Yarns
Miroglio Textile s.r.l.

Newlife™, a unique, complete and certified system of recycled polyester filament yarns coming 100% from
postconsumer bottles sourced in Italy, will substitute all the company's virgin continuous polyester yarns by 2015.
Filature Miroglio has announced that it is switching all of
its virgin
polyester filament yarns to Newlife™, a
technologically innovative certified yarn platform whose
comprehensive sourcing and production approach is
based on exclusive horizontal partnerships and
processes all made entirely in Italy.
“The switch to Newlife™ for all of our polyester filament
yarn products is simply good business sense,” says Dr.
Stefano Cochis, Business Unit Director of Filature
Miroglio & the creator of Newlife™. “Newlife™ is an
incredibly flexible platform that allows for a vast number
of applications and performance with levels of quality at
least equal to virgin polyester equivalents, but with
considerable resource & cost savings for us and the
environment.”
The exclusivity of the
technology used in the
creation of Newlife™
springs from a partnership
approach & the entire
process is Oekotex certified
& has also obtained the
Plastica Seconda Vita
trademark issued by the
Istituto Italiano dei Plastici
(I.I.P.)
As explained, Newlife™
yarns are fully derived from
recycled post-consumption
plastic bottles using a
mechanical process and
certified as 100% made in
Italy along the whole
supply chain. The chain is therefore completely
traceable.
Newlife™ offers tangible sustainable benefits. Thirty
1.5lt PET bottles are needed to produce 1kg of Newlife™
yarn, that saves 2.4 Tons of plastic from going to waste
dumps for each ton of Newlife™ produced. Using current
Filature Miroglio numbers and imagining the switch had
already occurred, Newlife™ would avoid the waste of
72,000 tons of plastic, save 1,308,000.000 litres of
water and 90,000 tons of Co2 over three years.
The Newlife™ range includes POY, flat, textured,
microfibre and hollow section yarns for a wide variety of
applications such as fashion, sportswear, outdoor,
furnishing, contract and accident prevention textiles, to
name but a few. Newlife™ also comes in a wide range of
counts(from 33Dtex to 2000 Dtex) that reflect technical
and environmental performance & always meet targeted

application expectations.
These yarns guarantee the same level of performance and
quality as polyester yarns made from virgin polymer. On top
of this Newlife ™ has already become the base for a part of
the high tech yarn ranges of Filature Miroglio such as:
X dry™: With its modified sections these filaments
transport the moisture from the skin to the outer part of the
textile and it allows to dry quickly.
Silverwall™ : Silverwall™ has odour-control and
antibacterial functions. Antibacterial function is permanent,
it does not decrease after repeated water washing and dry
cleanings.
Shadow 50+™: Shadow50+™ yarns offer a total skin UV
protection thanks to their specific properties of high
reflection & high absorption
of UV radiation, particularly
suitable to produce garment
for outdoor activity.
Pruvf™: With UV-resistance
performances, Pruvf™ is ideal
to produce fabrics for curtains
and outdoor coverings.
Available in dope dyed yarns
joined with various functional
properties such as flame
retardant.
Decora™: Decora™'s
technology allows the
manufacturer to achieve
exceptional performance for
the automotive & upholstery,
apparel & technical end-uses.
Maximum light-fastness,
resistance to sublimation, consistency in colour shades,
identical reproducibility.
Silkiss™: With different dye absorption levels along the
filaments and with varying bulk and twist, Silkiss™ is ideal
for particular colour effects or thick & thin effects.
Particularly suitable for furnishing and upholstery sector.
Protec™: Based on Hollow-core fibre technology. The
yarn's hollow core makes the fabric incredibly lightweight,
soft to the touch, comfortable & easy to handle, ensuring
also great thermal insulation. The larger surface area
allows a quick moisture evaporation from the skin.
Newlife™ is already making its first steps as an industry
leading range for both its performance, sustainable
credentials, & certified proprietary process, and a number
of development projects are underway with industryleading fashion and design brands.
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Sustainability... “A Rising Tide”
Initiatives Taken by Some Leading Machine Manufacturers
The intrinsic worth of the sustainability movement is being continuously pondered upon and the
pressure of the gigantic “green” signal seems to be engulfing the world. The importance of the green
and sustainable products is being realized by one and all.

Introduction
Sustainable Development relates to longevity. It is a
pattern of resource use that aims to meet human needs
while preserving the environment so that these needs
can be met not only in the present, but in the indefinite
future. It is not something that will fade away but these
proceedings will be implanted in one's personal life and
businesses. It speaks about handling and managing the
resources available presently in a fruitful manner.
Pillars of Sustainability
Sustainability can be explained in a variety of ways, but
the most visual is that of the three pillars or dimensions.
Sustainable development talks about the three P's which
focus on a Healthy Planet (Ecology), Healthy Profit
(Economy) and Healthy People (Society). This means
that for a business activity to be sustainable and
successful the above three fundamentals have to be
adhered to.
Ecology: This is a branch of biology dealing with the
relations and interactions between organisms and their
environment. Environmental sustainability is the
process of making sure that the current processes of
interaction with the environment are pursued with the
idea of keeping the environment as natural and pristine
as possible, by avoiding a severe level of degradation, for
future generations.
Economy: Economy consists of
activities related to the production
Ecology
and distribution of goods and
Healthy Planet
services in a particular geographic
region. Economic sustainability
S Society
Economy
requires that a development should Healthy
Healthy People
Profit
be profitable and deliver a healthy
rate of return to all concerned. It
also strives to build viable economic opportunities for those
who live in a region.
Society: Society is a highly structured system of human
organization for large-scale community living that
normally furnishes protection, continuity, security, and a
national identity for its members. Social sustainability
might seem a little more abstract than other elements of
sustainability, but it is just as important to undertake any
activity with full consideration of physical, psychological
and developmental health of mankind.
Sustainability is all about balance- balancing the
economic needs of people with social needs and the
needs of the environment. In a sustainable development
everyone is a user and a provider of information or
feedback whether positive or negative. It stresses the
need to change from old sector-centered ways of doing
business to new approaches that involve cross-sectoral

co-ordination and the integration of environmental,
economical and social concerns into all developmental
processes. The textile industry acknowledges that a more
integrated vision is needed and new tools should be
developed to prepare for the mounting economic, social
and environmental challenges which will form the
foundation of success in true terms.

Initiatives Taken By Some Leading Machine
Manufacturers
The manufacturing industry is always on the lookout for
new production propositions. In particular, in an effort to
guarantee a renewed push towards growth, the textile
sector is turning to production models with processes,
technologies and machinery that are efficient from an
energy standpoint and provide a low environmental
impact. Within this context, textile machinery
manufacturers must adapt the needs of the industry for a
sustainable development model that provides efficient
and technological solutions for end-users.
Countries have come out strong to address the issue of
sustainability by launching programmes for the textile
machinery in order to not only gain an edge in their
offerings but also to offer first in the value chain products
that will define to the maximum the value of sustainability
downstream in the value chain. Let us have a look at some
initiatives taken by Germany, Italy and Switzerland.
GERMANY - BLUECOMPETENCE
The Technology and Research Advisory Board
of the VDMA Textile Machinery Association has compiled
the guide “Conserving resources – secure savingspotential”. For textile machinery it describes parameters
influencing its energy efficiency and prerequisites for a
comparable assessment. VDMA's sustainability initiative
BLUECOMPETENCE explains and positions the machinery
manufacturers as the technical problem-solvers
regarding the requirements of the society of today and of
the future: saving energy, material and resources.
The VDMA Textile Machinery Association and its members
welcome the ambitious energy and climate policy
objectives of the EU and all countries that have similar
requirements for the conservation of resources. The
resulting challenges for the textile companies offer
additional opportunities to increase energy efficiency,
reduce costs and increase competitiveness. With their
innovative technologies, many German textile machinery
manufacturers are already successfully offering
environmentally friendly, energy and resource efficient
solutions on the world market. There are numerous labels
in the market that are applied to sustainable products.
Some were originally created for textiles. In the
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meantime they have expanded to include textile
machines, or at least consider the energy and material
efficiency of the machinery for use in manufacturing
textiles. The term “textile machine” stands for
machinery and plant used for the manufacture and
processing of textiles. As shown in the figure below, the
range of applications covers all processes from manmade fibre production to fabric manufacture. The
extensive area of textile finishing is also included.
Upstream and downstream process steps are not
considered (See Fig. 1).
Fig.1- Textile Production Change

Simplified flow chart, e.g. not all fabrics are subjected to finishing

Along with textile raw materials, textile auxiliaries,
water, space requirements and labour, energy is an
important resource for the textile industry. Combined
with a wide variety of machines and processes, these
offer many opportunities increasing resource efficiency.
Potentials for energy conservation are possible all over
the world through a series of optimization measures.
These process and system-specific measures needed for
energy conservation are comparable throughout the
world – regardless of geographical and country specific
conditions such as government subsidization of energy
sources. The energy cost component in the manufacture
of textile products is composed of two parts: firstly, the
energy consumption which is influenced by investment
decisions and, secondly, the energy costs to be paid for
the consumption. Energy costs have a different ranking
in different countries. The lower the wage costs, the
greater the importance of energy consumption can be.
The energy cost in textile finishing represents up to 14 %
of total costs in Germany and is therefore the highest of
all the textile sectors. On average, the energy costs of
German textile companies are just five to eight percent
of annual sales. Increasing competition and rising
energy prices bring the energy cost account
nevertheless into focus for cost savings and investment
decisions. In assessing the energy efficiency of a
machine or process, it is important to specify the
marginal conditions and balance envelopes. A textile
machine is not a consumer product that is designed for
standard applications and easily comparable user
requirements. For the debate on this issue, the VDMA
wishes to question the necessity and feasibility of the
energy efficiency labelling of textile machinery and
present the framework for the comparative assessment
of the energy efficiency of textile machines.
Principles of Energy Efficiency – Assessment of
Textile Machinery
Basic Model, Balance Envelope
The choice of an appropriate balance envelope is crucial
for an energy balance study. Machines or processes can

only be compared and analysed with defined balance
envelopes and benchmarks. Depending on the purpose
for which energy consumption is analysed, one of the
“envelopes” needed for an energy balance are a machine
section, a complete machine, a production chain
consisting of individual machines and the intervening
processes (e.g. transport), an entire production facility
including the forms of energy required for air conditioning
and lighting, an entire product manufacturing process or a
part of the manufacturing process located at various
facilities including the transport between the production
sites.
Forms of energy in textile manufacturing
The primary energy sources must be considered in any
energy analysis of textile machinery are electrical energy
and thermal energy. Equipment that does not directly
serve the production of textile products is called crosssectional technologies based on these primary forms of
energy, such as production of compressed air, production
of heat (steam, hot water), air conditioning, lighting. They
always need to be considered in the overall energy
analysis to assess the energy efficiency of a production
process. These cross-sectional technologies have a
significant influence on the overall energy requirements in
many production processes but are, however, the
responsibility of the textile manufacturer.
Main influencing factors for the energy efficiency
and the resulting complexity
A textile machine is a link in a very long production chain
from the fibre to the finished usable fabric. The
opportunities to pass through the textile process chain to
come to a similar end product, are very numerous. Thus,
the choice of raw material, for example, can strongly
affect the process chain with regard to energy.
Furthermore, the quality characteristics of intermediate
products such as yarn or fabric are energy relevant.
The mechanical engineering and technological design of
the chain of textile machinery also has a major influence
on the energy efficiency of the process. The components
used in textile machinery, such as drive technology, have
a smaller – but not negligible – impact on energy
efficiency. There are many influencing parameters
common to all process steps that affect the energy
efficiency of all process steps throughout the entire
process chain such as, Raw material/material, Climate,
Components, Drive technology, Waste material/rejection rate.
Process chains and their impact on energy efficiency
Only in a few cases, such as in spinning preparation or
finishing, are textile machines comparable with a standalone device such as a domestic washing machine. Often
they are part of a system or a process chain in which there
can be interactions in terms of energy use amongst the
sub-processes. Thus the energy consumption of a
machine which is being studied is also greatly influenced
in many cases by the upstream process, e.g. by the
quality of input goods. For example during the Spinning
preparation, a heavily contaminated raw material or
inadequate cleaning during preparation for spinning lead
to a large number of yarn breaks and cleaning cuts in the
spinning machine. This results in reduced efficiency and
high specific energy consumption in terms of kWh/kg
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yarn. Another example could be during spunlacing in
which case the residual moisture after the spunlacing
significantly influences the energy input for drying.
These examples illustrate that the intelligent design of a
plant, as well as its mode of operation have a major
influence on the energy efficiency of a process.
Measurement of energy consumption as a starting
point
The energy consumption must be measured since the
assessment of energy efficiency requires that the
amount of input energy is known. Downtimes and setup
times must also be considered in this process. No
conclusion on the actual energy consumption and the
energy efficiency of a machine can therefore be based on
the installed electrical capacity. The installed electrical
capacity is a theoretical peak load which may or may not
occur (e.g. required for the emergency shutdown of a
plant). Measuring the power consumption alone is not
sufficient for the evaluation of energy efficiency. It would
also not suffice to determine only the actual energy
requirements of the machine or the process by means of
measuring instruments for electricity, suction air,
compressed air or process heat. Emissions such as
exhaust air or heat lost by radiation or convection must
also be included in the analysis of energy consumption.
Noise emissions are not taken into account here.
The significance of an agreed and defined work
process/operating point
Textile machines are generally more complex. Even
textile machines of a particular product type are usually
designed for the different demand profiles of textile
manufacturers. This means that the energy
consumption of a machine type can only be determined
on the basis of an agreed (defined) work
process/operating point if you want to avoid comparing
apples with oranges. Statements on energy
consumption are therefore only valid for each process
which is studied and the parameters which are defined.
In addition, a statement about energy consumption is
only significant in relation to the amount produced
(kWh/kg product). This applies equally to the equivalent
of the CO2 footprint (CO2/kg product).
The responsibility of the textile manufacturer
Energy-efficient textile machines are a prerequisite for
energy savings. Services in the context of the machine
manufacturer's energy efficiency programmes support
the textile manufacturers in the further optimization of
the product-specific processes on site. These include, for
example, accessories for the optimization of the
mechanical equipment (e.g. retrofitting of heat
recovery) or the visualization of processes and energyrelated parameters which support the textile
manufacturer in manufacturing his product at an
extremely high level of energy efficiency. In a complex
textile process only the proper use of machines
guarantees the expected energy saving and the textile
manufacturer himself is responsible for the efficient
operation of his machines.
The environmental footprint
The most significant part of the environmental footprint
is created during the operation of the textile machine. A

reliable CO2 footprint for the operating phase can only be
determined when detailed data is available from the
textile manufacturer for power generation and the
generation of thermal energy.
What Can A Label Achieve?
Basically, all actions are welcome that make the market
transparent. These include, for example, information that
supports textile manufacturers in the process of assessing
the impact of their investment decision on the energy
efficiency of their own processes. Energy consumption
data helps to quantify the expected operating costs (as is
also the case with Life Cycle Cost studies) and can thus
serve as a basis for investment decisions, amongst other
factors. Market transparency is important, but when it
comes to capital goods, labels are not a cure-all. They are
by no means a “simple solution” for a complex product
such as a textile machine. Textile machines are marketed
to companies that exert an influence on the technical
characteristics, features and performance data of the
textile machine. In the view of the textile machinery
industry, innovative technologies must fulfil not only the
functional product requirements and the optimization of
production processes, but at the same time minimize any
impact on the environment. The exclusive focus on energy
consumption is therefore viewed critically by the industry.
As a quality seal or seal of approval, labels should inform
the potential buyer about a defined set of product
characteristics. Labels only make sense if they pursue and
implement transparency objectives. Machine labels that
provide no basis for comparing products from different
manufacturers bring no added value to potential buyers.
Labelling activities that pretend to present a neutral
statement to the customer in order to differentiate
themselves from competitors rely on quick marketing
success and customers who are not critical in their
questioning of this issue.
It is clear that necessity and feasibility as well as the costs
and benefits of energy consumption labels for textile
machines should be considered carefully, as due to the
specific prerequisites and conditions of the capital goods
industry, creating a meaningful machine label is always
associated with significantly higher costs than for
consumer goods.
The above text related to Germany has been taken from the VDMA BLUECOMPETENCE
brochure – Conserving resources- securing savings – potential.

ITALY- Green Label
With its "Sustainable Technologies" project,
ACIMIT is seeking to promote issues linked to the
intelligent management of energy, chemical products and
water resources for textile machinery. At the center of its
"Sustainable Technologies" project is the green label,
designed by ACIMIT and used by its associated machinery
manufacturers. In fact, ACIMIT associated members
adhering to this initiative can avail themselves of a
descriptive label (designated the ACIMIT 'green label')
which demonstrates and valorizes the efficiency of their
machinery, complying with a "energy labeling" type approach.
What is the ACIMIT green label?
ACIMIT's green label is a sort of self-declaration by the
manufacturer regarding the technical specifications and
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CO2 Carbon Footprint of a machine or installation and its
production cycle. Thanks to the ACIMIT green label,
Italian textile machinery builders can thus declare the
energy and environmental performance specifications of
each machine produced. The ACIMIT green label is
clearly visible directly on the machine and/or also
accompanies its technical documentation. The ACIMIT
green label brings together a set of indicators defining a
machine's energy and environmental performance with
regards to its specific production cycle.
Among these indicators, the Carbon Footprint is the
parameter which in particular aims to determine the
ecological efficiency of the machinery bearing the green label.

What's behind the label?
Italian textile machinery manufacturers adhering to the
"Sustainable Technologies" project must respect a
Memorandum of Understanding as well as a rigorous
Implementation Regulation underwritten jointly with
ACIMIT, thereby guaranteeing the validity of the data
provided to potential customers.
The project's rigorous guidelines and regulations provide
a further value added element to the credibility of the
information supplied.
What makes the textile machinery manufacturers
using the ACIMIT green label recognizable?
Manufacturers adhering to the "Sustainable
Technologies" project are recognizable by the "Supplier
of Sustainable Technologies" logo ACIMIT has designed
to render visible those machinery builders and
technology providers using the ACIMIT green label.
The "Supplier of sustainable technologies directory"
section of this website lists the ACIMIT associated
members adhering to the Sustainable Technologies
project, also recognizable by the use of the "Supplier of
Sustainable Technologies" logo attributed to them.

Switzerland- FACTOR+
The Swiss industry association has launched
a new collective advertising campaign under the motto
of FACTOR +. FACTOR+ symbolizes shared commitment
of Swiss Textile machine manufacturers to genuine
added value. Their customers around the world benefit
from their outstanding technological+sustainable
achievements, their high-performance
products+reliable services, their
innovative+environmentally

compatible processes and from their realistic+costefficient end-to-end solutions. They resolutely pursue one
shared goal: satisfied+successful customers. The
campaign aims to boost the image of the member
companies by drawing attention to the innovative
technological advances of the Swiss textile machinery
industry as a unique selling point. Alongside print media,
this broad-based campaign also includes joint stands at
trade fairs, a presence at industry events, targeted
individual campaigns and shared promotional material.
The message will be additionally strengthened and
broadcast to a larger audience through this collective
website networking the members. Member companies
can also supplement their own advertising activities by
incorporating the campaign into their corporate image.
Quality+Lasting Value:
Switzerland's textile
machinery industry offers its customers realistic, valuepreserving, end-to-end solutions based on state-of-theart technology. Their companies' proverbial quality and
reliability guarantee their customers' lasting success.
Creativity+Success:
Switzerland's textile
machinery industry is an innovative, success-driven
partner. By devising creative, cost-efficient and
sustainable end-to-end solutions, our companies are
constantly opening new markets for their customers and
securing a key competitive advantage for them.
Strength+Partnership:
Switzerland's textile
machinery industry is a strong and reliable partner. Our
companies devise customer-specific, realistic end-to-end
solutions. They guarantee their customers' success by
providing high quality standards and reliable service.
High Tech+Reliability:
Switzerland's textile
machinery industry is constantly gearing itself to the
latest technologies and manufacturing processes.
Innovative, needs-based solutions combine with our
companies' outstanding reliability to guarantee
customers success in the marketplace.
Performance+Sustainability:
Switzerland's textile
machinery industry is your partner for high-performance,
environmentally compatible solutions. By investing in
continuous research and development, our companies
ensure that their customers are able to produce costeffectively and sustainably.
Sustainable textiles have to be seen in a global and
holistic perspective, where the entire value chain has to
consider the environmental impacts of the industry. A
holistic, cradle-to-grave, life-cycle approach must be
considered in order to minimize the use of resources,
energy and environmentally damaging substances.
Surely the machine manufacturers have a lot to
contribute towards sustainability.
Virtually ever process and every product is now being
labeled as “green”. Environmental protection is now deepseated in every business success and important part of
every profitable decision.
There is a need to galvanize ourselves with a
new mindset where waste minimization and
recycling becomes a vital feature both in the
home and workplace. Someone has rightly said,
“ its all in the mind.”
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Forthcoming Events
October-December 2011
Techtextil India 2011
10-12 October; Mumbai, India;
www.techtextil-india.co.in
SINCE 2011
12-14 October; Shanghai, China;
www.since11.com
JEC Show Asia 2011
18-20 October; Singapore;
www.jeccomposites.com
IFAI Expo Americas
25-27 October; Baltimore, USA;
www.ifaiexpo.com
Railway Interiors Expo 2011
15-17 November; Cologne, Germany;
www.railwayinteriors-expo.com/2011.php
FILTREX Asia 2011
06-07 December; New Delhi, India;
www.edana.org

January-March 2012
How to make the Right Nonwoven?
10 January 2012; Mumbai; India;
www.bch.in
Vision 2012
23-26 January; New Orleans, Louisiana;
www.inda.org
Middle East & North Africa Nonwovens
Symposium
14-15 February; Dubai, UAE;
www.edana.org
IFAI Tent Conference 2012
26-28 February; New York, USA;
www.tentexperts.org
Techtextil Russia 2012
12-14 March; Moscow, Russia;
www.techtextil.messefrankfurt.ru
Jec Show Europe 2012
27-29 March; Paris, Europe;
www.jeccomposites.com

April-June 2012
Techtextil North America 2012
24-26 April; Atlanta, GA;
www.techtextilna.com
Geo-Americas 2012
06-09 May; Lima, Peru;
www.ifai.com
World of Wipes 2012
05-07 June; Chicago, Illinois;
www.inda.org
IFAI Expo Asia 2012
26-28 June; Singapore;
www.ifaiexpoasia.com

July - September 2012
Dornbirn Man-Made Fibres Congress
19-21 September; Dornbirn, Austria;
www.dornbirn-mfc.com
INDA Nonwovens Course
24-26 July; Cary, North Carolina;
www.inda.org

Inside TechTex India
Government Interface. Industry Updates.
News & Events. Special Feature. Sector Focus.
Product in focus. Shopping Update...

Why Advertise with Us
Distribution of the newsline is targeted to
key players of the worldwide Technical
Textile industry (including Nonwovens and
Composites) reaching all manufacturers,
distributors, academicians, media,
government bodies & consultants

TechTex India is an Indian publication
covering worldwide happenings,
technologies, markets and events of the
Technical Textile Industry

It has a focused reach with no waste factor
thus enhancing the ad’s OTS (Opportunity
to See) and recall factor. Your presence
would be acknowledged in the national &
international forums

To access the previous issue and other information
about TechTex India, kindly log on to www.bch.in
or contact info@bch.in
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Some Recent Leading Events Held in the Last Quarter
th

ITMA 2011
22-29 September 2011,
Barcelona, Spain

50 Dornbirn MFC
Man-Made Fibers Congress
14-16 September 2011, Austria

Conference Proceedings

Networking Moments

In July 1962 (to be precise from 16th
th
to 19 of July) the first DORNBIRNMFC was held in the auditorium of the
Textile College. 50 years later, in a
united Europe, with globalisation and
in an IT society DORNBIRN-MFC has
become a European/American lead
event with more than 750
participants from over 30 nations. For
two and a half days Dornbirn was the
communication platform of the
international fiber world. An
increasing number of highly
motivated students/graduates from
universities and young managers
from industry attended the congress.
The leitmotiv of the DORNBIRN-MFC
“Man-made Fibers – the next 50
years”received particular interest in
Europe/The Americas and
internationally. This event registered
a record number of participants of
more than 700 visitors from 30
nations.

Attentive Delegates

Conference in Progress

Huge Visitor Footfall

Interesting Display of Machinery

The international textile and garment
machinery industry converged for the
16th edition of ITMA, the world’s most
established textile and garment
machinery technology exhibition in
Barcelona, Spain from 22 to 29
September 2011. Trade visitorship of
over 100,000 from 138 countries was
registered for the eight-day event held
at Fira de Barcelona Gran Via
fairgrounds. Just over 90 per cent of
the visitors came from outside of Spain.
The international mix of visitors and
buyers was very well received by
exhibitors. Italy fielded the largest
contingent of 9 per cent of visitors,
followed closely by host country Spain,
then India. Germany and Turkey
ranked fourth and fifth respectively in
the visitorship tally. On the show floor,
ITMA 2011 attracted 1,350 exhibitors
from 45 countries and economies who
demonstrated their latest
technological products and innovative
solutions.

Networking Moments

At the Symposium

Outlook 2011
28-30 September 2011, Budapest, Hungary

Speakers During the Session
on Emerging Markets

Key Note by Mr. Robert Ward
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Celebrating its 10th anniversary in 2011, Outlook, the Personal
Care Products Conference organised by EDANA once again met in
Budapest. With a focus on global markets, more than 360
delegates were presented with information on innovation models
and methods, regulatory support, environmental and waste
management, bioplastics, and the challenges and opportunities
facing the European, MENA, Indian and global nonwovens
markets. Launching the conference, Robert Ward, Director of
Global Forecasting for the Economist Intelligence Unit advised
the audience to be prepared for volatility, providing an update on
the status of key economic indicators, and how they have the
potential to affect national or regional markets. While much of
the focus on economic indicators reflected the conditions in the
United States, and across the Euro zone, Robert identified four
countries to watch for high potential, called the 'NUTS',
comprised of Nigeria, Ukraine, Thailand, and Saudi Arabia.
Additionally, there is promising news in some key markets, with
the development of rising disposable income for persons living in

inland China, and the considerable potential in India thanks to a
large young population, and a strong individual practice of saving
and investment. Brazil was also identified as holding promise,
with a wealth of potential, but the need to reform taxes, and
develop infrastructure, and select countries in Africa, who are
able to draw on a young population and fast growth.Feedback
from participants underlined the satisfaction with the mix and
quality of papers, expressing interest in both the topics
presented in 2011, and the range of speakers by their content,
industry experience, and geographic reach. Speakers also
covered innovation from the management, optimisation of
technology and transfer of knowledge, status and trends of the
Indian and Asia markets, mixing culture and business, EDANA's
Nonwovens Vision 2020 and product stewardship approach,
incontinence care, the role of plastics and bioplastics,
environmental management for waste, forest certification and
retail expectations, and the regulatory aspect of nanomaterials in
nonwovens.

Mr. Samir Gupta with the EDANA Team

During the Evening Cocktail
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A

ustria: Lenzing Nanjing Starts
Up New Fiber Production Line
Lenzing Nanjing
Fibers, the Chinese
subsidiary of
Lenzing AG, has
successfully started
up its new production line. The new line will offer a
nominal capacity of 60,000 tons p.a. & will produce
viscose fibers for textile applications & the nonwoven
industry mainly for the Asian market. Construction
took approximately one year, and important key
components were provided by the Groupâ™
subsidiary Lenzing Technik GmbH. The startup of the
new line almost doubled the annual production
capacity of Lenzing Nanjing Fibers to nearly 140,000
tons of viscose fibers. It is already expected to reach
its full nominal capacity at the beginning of the fourth
quarter of 2011.
The Nanjing plant is Lenzing
Group’s third-largest production location and began
manufacturing in 2007. Lenzing is currently
expanding the capacities of nearly all of its locations
worldwide. Lenzing Group plans to increase its total
capacity from 710,000 tons at the beginning of 2010
to over 1.1 million tons by 2015. This step by Lenzing
comes in reaction to the growing demand for highquality fibers as a consequence of the massive trends
of population growth & rising prosperity as well as the
trend towards sustainability.

Technical Textiles

Technical Textiles

News

Germany: Spinning and Knitting in
One Machine
Mayer & Cie has
developed a
circular machine
which can spin
and knit in one process. The main benefit of the
machine is (its effect) on fabric feel. It is not a twisted
yarn; all the fibre are parallel and it has a softer touch
and more shiny look because there is no twist. The
machine displayed at ITMA was a Relanit E circular
knitting machine in gauge E28 with a speed of 30rpm
and production rate of 14kg/hour. It has an
MCT/MaXis drafting unit with a maximum deliver
speed of 250m/minute. The roving is Nm 1,2 Ne 0,7
100% combed cotton. The machine is producing plain
single jersey Spinitsystems incorporates a roving,
sensor, 3-roller drafting unit, spinning nozzle and
circular knitting machine. Mass variation and foreign
matter contamination is detected and eliminated
during the running process.
As well as producing superior quality fabrics, the
machine also delivers saving in storage space,
logistics costs and working capital requirements. In a
spin/knitting mill with a production rate of
500kg/hour, 25 Spinit machines have the potential to
replace 20,000 rings apindles, 380 winding units and
20 high performance circular knitting machines.

Japan:

NSC

Teijin Aramid Introduces
Twaron Black

International
technology Group
ANDRITZ has signed
a contract to acquire NSC Group's nonwoven division
encompassing its affiliates Asselin-Thibeau, France)
& NSC Wuxi, China). The acquired companies have
approximately 200 employees and generate
aggregate annual sales of about 40 MEUR. It was
agreed not to disclose the purchase price; the
contract is subject to approval by the relevant
authorities and is expected to come in force during
the fourth quarter of 2011.NSC Nonwoven- now
ANDRITZ Asselin-Thibeau- supplies systems for
drylaid nonwoven production, mainly for textile &
hygiene applications. The ANDRITZ PULP & PAPER
business area is thus strengthening and
complementing its product range for the nonwovens
industry. In combination with the proven products &
technologies of ANDRITZ Küsters & ANDRITZ
Perfojet, ANDRITZ will be able to supply complete
vertical system solutions for production of
nonwovens to its customers.

Teijin Aramid started
the production of the
first all black aramid Human Chemistry, Human Solutions
fiber, Twaron Black, in
Emmen. Twaron, normally golden yellow in color due
to the chemical process, now completely black for the
first time. With its three production sites in the
Netherlands, Teijin Aramid is responsible for more
than half of the world's production of aramid.
Aramid is difficult to dye by nature, but it is now
possible to produce black threads of the same quality.
Twaron is five times stronger than steel at the same
weight and is often used in bullet-proof vests, ropes
and cables, sails and fire fighter suits.
At the request of customers in the sailing and sports
industries, Teijin Aramid started to investigate other
colors for Twaron. Twaron Black will soon be seen for
the first time in the sails of the world's largest ocean
sailing race, the Volvo Ocean Race.
For the threads to become completely black, they are
not dyed afterwards, like cotton fibers. The
production process has been adjusted to inject the
fiber with the black dye during the process. This
makes it the first black aramid fiber with
characteristics that are equivalent to the standard
golden yellow fiber.

Austria:

Andritz Acquires
Nonwoven, France and China

contd...
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News

India:

TenCate and Toray
Industries Sign Long Term Supply
Agreement

Te n C a t e A d v a n c e d
Composites and Toray
Industries Inc. have signed
a long term agreement for the supply of carbon fibers
to TenCate for the production of thermoplastic
TenCate Cetex® RTL composite materials. These
fibers will be used for the growing amount of
composite laminates that TenCate produces for the
aerospace industry. In the near future these
lightweight and high strength composite materials
could also be used for automotive applications.
Under the new supply agreement over five years
through 2015, Toray Industries will supply high
performance carbon fiber to TenCate Advanced
Composites in support of growing thermoplastic
prepreg demand from the aerospace industry.

GE Cartridge Filters For
Extreme Duties
GE has developed a new range of depth
cartridge filters for use in extreme
filtering applications, including hot water
sanitising, high-temperature process
chemical streams, high-viscosity fluids, high-purity
environments and very dirty streams where
significant pressure drops can develop. GE ZCore
range of filters is available in a variety of micron
ratings and lengths and can filter particles as small as
0.5 µm. The filters meet the criteria for use in USP
Class VI environments and function at maximum
pressure differentials ranging from 1.03 bar (15
psid) at 82°C (180°F) to 4.14 bar (60 psid) at 30°C
(86°F). ZCore filters are manufactured with GE's
patented Z.Plex melt-blown, graded-density, filter
technology, which feature small-diameter fibres and
a three-dimensional fibre matrix design. The
technology enables higher particle-removal
efficiency and particle-holding capacity in highpressure environments compared to other depth
filters with similar removal efficiencies, the company
says. The filters also have an injected moulded
polypropylene support core for improved strength
and temperature resistance. They have an allpolypropylene construction which is resistant to
chemical and thermal degradation and provides no
contamination. The graded density of the new ZCore
depth filters allows larger particles to be trapped
near the filter surface, while smaller particles
penetrate deeper and are trapped nearer the centre
of the filter. So-called depth filters without this
graded-density feature really operate only as surface
filters in practice.
All GE cartridge filters are made without wetting
agents, solvents, anti-static agents or binders and
are FDA-compliant for food and beverage contact.

Transport Textiles
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Netherland:

Industrial Textiles

...contd

France:

Faurecia to Build New
Automotive Seating Plant in
Yancheng (Jiangsu, China)
Faurecia signed an agreement
with the Yancheng Economic &
Technology Development Zone
in Yancheng (Jiangsu, China) in order to further
develop its seat mechanisms activities- where it holds
the No.1 position worldwide– in China & export
markets. Faurecia will build a new automotive seating
plant in the Yancheng economic & technology
development zone to manufacture seat mechanisms.
Faurecia expects to invest USD 42 Mn (EUR 30 Mn) &
plans to manufacture up to 4 Mn seat mechanism sets
per year. The construction of the new Faurecia plant
will start by the end of 2011 & will cover some 22,000
sqm. Full production levels shall be reached by the
summer of 2013. China is a strategic area for the
development of Faurecia. The Group is currently
present through 25 plants & four R&D centers, with
some 6,000 employees. It achieved 2010 sales of EUR
1,023 Mn & targets EUR 2.5 Bn sales in China in 2015.

India:

Ssangyong Announces its
New Vision and Strategy
For achieving its new vision,
Ssangyong established its mid- to
long-term business goals for 2013
as “Promise 2013”, under which it
aims to sell 160,000 vehicles
recording revenues of four trillion Won by 2013. The
Company also announced “Aspiration 2016,” by which
it plans to sell 300,000 vehicles recording revenues of
seven trillion Won by 2016. To that end, Ssangyong
will launch five facelift models by 2013 and four
completely new models by 2016. Furthermore, the
automaker will develop and launch electric vehicles.
This product plan with new more fuel efficient, low CO2
power trains and EVs shall result in the Company
fulfilling its responsibility to provide more
environment friendly products. Ssangyong will
commence using Mahindra's existing network in
South Africa by March 2012. With Mahindra's
assistance, Ssangyong will also move to local
manufacture of its vehicles in India and Egypt.

India:

Michelin's Chennai
Manufacturing Facility on Track

Michelin Tyres, the world's
leading automotive tyre
manufacturer is setting up its
manufacturing unit at Thervoy Kandigai Industrial
Park in Thiruvallur district & has launched a training
centre there for its employees & the community. With
an investment of Rs. 4000 crores over a period of 7
years, the manufacturing facility in India is being set
up on 290 acres of land, allotted by SIPCOT. The first
radial truck tyre from the manufacturing facility will
be rolled out in November 2012. The plant will have a
capacity to produce 20 lakh tyres.
contd...
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Medical Textiles

Launches StrataWeb
Strata Geosystems (India) Pvt
Ltd has added "StrataWeb" to its
range of soil reinforcement
products. StrataWeb is a
lightweight, expandable, threedimensional honeycomb-like cellular confinement
system, which acts as an erosion control barrier and
also as a foundation reinforcement mat for
improvement of bearing capacity of weak soils.
StrataWeb when in-filled with compacted soil creates
a new composite entity that possesses enhanced
mechanical & geotechnical properties. When the soil
contained within a geocell is subjected to pressure, it
results in high lateral stresses and resistance on the
stiff cell walls, thereby decreasing the punching
effect, increasing the bearing capacity and a reduced
peak settlement. Hoop stress resistance generated
by the cell walls increases the shear strength of the
confined infill, thus creating a stiff mattress and
distributing the load over a wider area. Active earth
pressure generated in each individual cell is resisted
by an equivalent passive earth pressure generated
by the adjoining cells. StrataWeb being textured, it
increases the vertical frictional resistance thereby
reducing the stress reaching the lower strata.
StrataWeb reinforcement system reduces infill
quantities by up to 50% while utilizing locally
available inferior quality soil or recycled material as
its infill, thereby reducing consumption of natural
resources, reduction in carbon footprint, reducing
project time, labour and costs. Further it allows fast,
all weather installation, easy handling, zero wastage,
zero maintenance, etc. It has various applications
such as load support for paved roads, unpaved
roads, railways, etc.; bearing capacity improvement
for soft soils, like, container yards, parking areas,
transmission towers, platforms, footpaths, casting
yards, etc. ; slope protection, erosion control,
channel linings, embankment protection, slope
stabilization, etc. ; earth stabilization & retaining
walls and landfills & reservoirs.

India:

Approval of Suominen's
Acquisition of Ahlstrom's Home &
Personal Wipes Fabrics Business
C o m p e t i t i o n
authorities in Spain,
Germany and the US have approved the agreement
between Suominen Corporation & Ahlstrom
Corporation regarding Suominen's acquisition of
Ahlstrom's Home & Personal wipes fabrics business
area. It is estimated that the transaction will be
completed by 31st October 2011 at the latest.
Authority approval of the transaction in Brazil is
estimated to take place during the first quarter of
2012, and it is not a prerequisite of the completion of
the transaction outside of Brazil.

Medical Textiles

India: Strata Geosystems Pvt. Ltd.
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J

apan: Unicharm Acquires Diaper
and Femcare Company in Vietnam
U n i c h a r m
C o r p o ra t i o n
t h r o u g h i t s
subsidiary UniCharm (Thailand) Co., Ltd, has signed definitive
agreements to acquire 95.0% of total outstanding
common shares of Diana Joint Stock Company a
leading Vietnamese hygiene product manufacturer
& distributor. Diana’s core brands–“Diana” of
feminine care products & “Bobby” of baby diapers –
both hold the 2nd largest market share in Vietnam &
are highly recognized. Unicharm decided to acquire
Diana with the aim of realizing synergies through
product enhancement, product line-up
reinforcement & implementation of a lean
production system. Through the combination of
Diana’s expertise in marketing and distribution &
Unicharm’s capabilities in product development &
manufacturing, Unicharm aims to accelerate its
business in Vietnam, where the hygiene product
markets will grow rapidly in parallel with economic &
population growth. The acquisition also represents
Unicharm’s continued commitment in Asia.
Unicharm has already made its successful entry into
the Indian fem care and baby care product which is
currently dominated by multinational giants like
Procter & Gamble and Johnson & Johnson and
Kimberly Clark.

Netherland: Royal Ten Cate Signs
Memorandum of Cooperation with
Chinamex to Develop Chinese
Protective Fabrics Market
R o y a l Te n C a t e
(TenCate) has signed
a Memorandum of
Cooperation with
Beijing Chinamex International Investment Co. Ltd.
(Chinamex) in Beijing, China, to develop the Chinese
market for protective fabrics. The partners have the
objective to market flame-retardant (FR) fabrics for
defence applications, police and emergency
response. As in many other emerging markets for
high performance materials, here too the demand for
personal safety and protection in work situations and
hazardous environments is growing. TenCate is very
pleased to have the support of Chinamex in this
important market. On the basis of its proven FR
product portfolio – such as TenCate Defender™ M and
TenCate Tecasafe® Plus – TenCate has developed a
dedicated product for the Chinese market under the
name TenCate Fire Dragon™.
Oct - Dec 2011
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Fearless Explosions with Fly Bag
...a Bomb-Proof Bag for Luggage Compartment in
Planes
Dr. Jim Warren, Researcher, University of Sheffield

A bag, which can protect planes from bombs in passenger luggage, has been developed by an
international team of scientists, including academicians from the University of Sheffield working at
the University's spin-out company Blastech Ltd.

Introduction
On December 21, 1988, Pan Am Flight 103 exploded
over the town of Lockerbie, Scotland, the result of a
bomb in the luggage compartment. All 259 people
aboard and eleven people on the ground were killed.
This event known as the Lockerbie bombing shook the
world and there have been many such bombings in the
past eventuating out of a bomb placed in the luggage
compartment of an aeroplane.
In November 2010,
a suitcase was
nearly loaded onto
the hold of an Air
Berlin flight bound
to Munich from
Namibia. At the last
moment, an x-ray
scanner uncovered
some anomalies in
the suitcase
namely, it contained
a device made up of
batteries, wires, a fuse, and a ticking clock. Though
ultimately authorities determined there were no
explosive materials in the device, Spiegel Magazine
reported that the event could have been a dry run by
terrorists looking to sneak a bomb into the hold of an
airplane.
Though, the most frightening attacks on airplanes in the
past decade have mostly happened in the passenger
cabin, but the luggage hold, beneath the cabin, is
definitely an another possible point of attack. Now,
Aviation safety has become a worldwide concern.
Researchers are working to prevent further
catastrophes with the help of textiles tested in explosive
ways. To guard against such an event, an international
team of scientists have developed a special bag that
would quell an explosion in a plane's hold. Developed
partially by University of Sheffield scientists working at
the university's spin-out company Blastech Ltd., the FlyBag, as the invention is called, relies on the bizarre
properties of substances called "shear-thickening
fluids.”

Mechanism
The bag, named the Fly-Bag, features multiple layers of
novel fabrics, composites and coatings and is designed to
be filled with passenger luggage and then placed in the
hold of a plane. If there was a bomb in the luggage in the
bag which exploded during the flight, the resulting blast
would be absorbed by the bag due to its complex fabric
structure, preventing damage to the plane. Fundamental
to the design of the bag is the internal elastomeric coating
and impregnation of fabric with Shear Thickening Fluids
(STF).
Elastomers are very
low stiffness, high
failure strain materials,
often used as
adhesives, sealants or
in structures where
high strains are
e x p e c t e d . A n
elastomer was
developed to provide a
gas seal in the bag at
very high strain rates
and very high
deformations, whilst resisting flame and heat.
STFs work by
increasing viscosity in
response to impact. A
simple STF can be
made from mixing
cornflour with water.
Providing quantities
are correct, it would be
possible to roll this
simple STF into a ball
that will bounce on
hard surfaces but
return to a fluid once it
is left alone. Under normal circumstances, the particles in
STFs repel each other slightly, however following sudden
impact, the extra energy in the system proves stronger
than the repulsive forces, causing the particles to clump
together in structures called hydroclusters, which bump
into each other, consequently thickening the fluid.
Oct - Dec 2011
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This unusual behaviour of STFs has already generated significant commercial
interest and STFs are being considered to improve body armour designed to protect
the wearer from weapons such as knives and bullets.
In the case of the Fly-Bag, the STF is coated onto the yarn of the fabric and as the
fabric comes under strain, shearing forces between the yarns cause the STF to
thicken, temporarily increasing the stiffness of the fabric, reducing the total
deformation. Hardened luggage containers (HULD) have been developed to deal
with bombs hidden in passenger luggage, but these containers are heavier and
more costly than conventional equivalents and are only suitable for wide body
aircraft.
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For testing the Fly Bag, a team of engineers at Sheffield
University has built a prototype that can withstand the
impact of a bomb of similar size as the Lockerbie bomb.
FLY-BAG was tested under blast conditions at CEDUS Labs,
Harpur Hill, Buxton: the outcomes of the tests exceeded
expectations! The prototype was subject to four
consecutive blasts, ramping up charge size until reaching
the target charge: the prototype survived substantially
intact.

The bag is showing no sign of faili
ng yet, so we have
to just keep putting bombs in
bags and blowing
them up until something fails, and
then we can say
this design is good up to this sort
of level - which
Dr Jim Warren, Researcher,
University of Sheffield

The explosion inside the luggage
raises the whole
container up in the air. And then
comes the (gas)
pressure from the explosion
and blows the
container up. The luggage falls
down again inside
the container. And the air pressu
re that has blown
up the container leaks out. A sma
ll fire starts inside
the luggage. Some smoke com
es out through the
zip. But this will just be for
a very short while
because inside the bag there is
almost no oxygen,
so the luggage is not burning for
long at all.
Tord Gustafsson, Civil engineer

The wonder material has inspired many researchers to mull defense applications. Last summer, UK scientists
developed "liquid armor" using shear-thickening fluids. They called it "bullet proof custard," and praised it for having
the properties of bullet proof vests, only with much less weight and bulk. The properties of shear-thickening fluids lead
to the strange result, however, that while such a vest would defend against a sudden, aggressive knife attack, it
wouldn't guard against a slowly piercing one.
There's no such thing as a slow explosion, however, which means the Fly-Bag has fewer vulnerabilities. Made up of
elastomers coated with those shear-thickening fluids, the fabric of the bag goes suddenly rigid when it comes under
strain. As with the vests of "bullet proof custard," the main advantage here is weight and convenience. Armored
luggage containers already exist, but they're bulky, expensive, and only work in aircraft with wide bodies.
The Fly-Bag mitigates all those problems, and is expected to be on the market inside of two years, although cost would
depend on a range of variables, such as the structure of the plane.
A Fly-Bag has already been installed inside a commercial plane. Airline companies will be the main end-users of the
textile container, and the local carrier has played its role in developing the prototype. Researchers say the successful
testing is a first step to ensuring that bomb-proof textiles could soon really improve aviation safety in our increasingly
crowded skies.
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Open Reed Weave (ORW)
Technology – A desirable
deserving innovation
An international jury awarded the
Techtextil innovation prize in the
category of “New Technologies” to Dr.
Adnan Wahhoud for the Open Reed
Weave Technology which was
presented in November 2010 for the
first time. Dr. Adnan Wahhoud is the
R&D manager at Lindauer Dornier
Dr. Adnan
Wahhoud
GmbH. DORNIER's ORW technology
allows integrating embroidering in the weaving
process as well as multiaxial weaving with two
additional diagonal weaving axes. Embroidery
weaving machines are seen for applications in the
clothing and domestic textile area whereas the
multiaxial weaving machines are focused on
technical textiles. This technology was also on display
at ITMA held in Barcelona this year for the first time.

Technology
Opening the reed upwards allows inserting additional
pattern threads between the reed and weaving shafts
using special thread guides. These additional pattern
threads are passed to the weaving process using a
bypass, comprising an additional warp stop motion and a
deflection system above the weaving shafts, using the
movable thread guides. After the additional pattern
threads have dipped into the lower shed, the filling is
inserted which binds the additional pattern threads. This
creates a filling effect on the fabric surface that can be
controlled freely within certain limits using a lifting plan
and is comparable to embroidery and Scherli- Patterns.
This technology can be applied to the DORNIER system
family consisting of rapier and air-jet weaving machines.
(See Fig. 1)

Fig. 2 Wire embroidered
fabric manufactured
with DORNIER's ORW
technology

Fig. 1 Dornier A1 air-jet weaving
machine with embroidery unit

Fig. 3 Pattern produced
with two stitching axes

Stitch Weaving- Efficiency
The production of figures highlighted in color in fabrics for
clothing and furnishing fabrics requires a certain technical
effort such as increasing the number of shafts or using
Jacquard equipment for weaving Scherli effects or
subsequent further processing through embroidery.
Using the ORW technology, it is possible to successfully
integrate embroidery in the weaving process so that
weaving and embroidery can run at the same time on
DORNIER weaving Machines (See Fig. 2 & 3). The system
is based on the DORNIER weaving machines and is
modular which means the weaving machine retains its full
performance capability and complete application
spectrum during normal weaving operation without
stitching.

Fields of Application
The ORW technology allows wide diversity in patterns for
clothing and decorative fabrics or specifically applied
reinforcements in technical textiles. The fabric is already
manufactured in refined form on
the weaving machine which
increases value creation.
This new weave technology
makes it possible to produce
innovative technical textiles with
a high level of sophistication (See
Fig. 4 ORW-technologyFig. 4). Dornier looms using the patterning technical textile
revolutionary ORW technology cover a total of three areas
in the production chain for the manufacture of technical
textiles. For example, it is possible to manufacture
lattice-weave textiles using leno binding with stable loops
for use in Geotech, Agrotech and Indutech applications as
well as for static reinforcements for prefabricated
concrete components. The main use for ORW technology,
however, is in the manufacture of
multiaxial interlaid scrims (See
Fig. 5). One especially interesting
extension to this technology is
the weaving of partial
reinforcements. These could be
used as a 'local reinforcement' for Fig. 5 Multiaxial fabric with
setting (0°/90°) + 45°
ballistic fabrics (protective vests)
or as 'frame reinforcement' for composites in the
aerospace and automobile industries. This method also
makes it possible to produce conductive wires for the
manufacture of heatable textiles.
This ORW technology developed by DORNIER
considerably extends pattern versatility for light, classic
fabrics and eliminates downstream processing. Surely
this technology has already generated huge interest
amongst weavers around the globe.
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Innovative Super Absorbent
Textiles for Managing Fire
Technical Absorbents Ltd.

Introduction
According to all fire fighters working in a conventional
fire accident scenario, two main points are crucial to
work effectively against fire. These are the fire
protection clothing and fire extinguishing agent.
Traditional high performance textiles have inherent
flame-resistant properties to meet the specific
requirements of the fire alleviation process but these
products lack wearer comfort resulting into major issues
of wearer sweating/perspiration, heat stress & fatigue.
On the other hand, the most common fire extinguishing
agent water used to manage various classes of fires; is
widely available, and its high heat of vaporization
provides high levels of heat removal through
evaporation. Hence, it is a very suitable material for
controlling fires and cooling high temperatures.
Realizing this potential, that water can be incorporated
in the fire protection suits which shall then provide
comfort to fire fighters apart from controlling and
resisting fire, UK based Technical Absorbents – part of
Bluestar Fibres Company Ltd (TAL), the world's largest
manufacturer of Super Absorbent Fiber (SAF®), as
shown in Fig. 1 have developed a range of fire
management products using their patented SAF®
technology, to help fire fighters; not only to just work,
but also to work comfortably in fire and save hundreds
of lives.
SAF® refers to the textile fiber that can absorb and hold
water to 150-200 times its own weight. It has extremely
high absorbency and very rapid rates of saline and water
uptake. It is a white, odorless textile fiber offering the
possibility of being easily converted through the majority
of existing non-woven and textile routes into numerous
fabric and yarn structures.
There are essentially two modes for development of
comfortable Fire Management products using SAF®.
l Water Wall Approach – In a wet condition, the fabrics
swell rapidly as the water is absorbed and locked away as
a fibrous gel. On placing this wet fabric against a flame or
high temperature heat source, they present a protective
“wall of water” which obstructs flame and heat
transmission. Needless to say, that heat transfer

outwards would be enhanced due to the evaporative
cooling effect of water which will finally give a cool
soothing effect to the wearer
l Sweat Absorbent Approach- Alternatively, in the dry
form, SAF® technology offers the potential for comfort by
wicking away the sweat from the body surface through its
super absorbent characteristics

Types of Products
Broadly, the products developed from these fibers can be
categorized into: SAF® gel products; Coolant products;
and Sweat absorbent products.
®

SAF Gel Products
In a burn emergency, every second is critical. By saving
precious time, a precious life could be saved. SAF fiber
forms a superior scientifically formulated degradable gel.
This immediately upon contact begins to extinguish the
flame on one side whereas on other side, it draws the heat
out of a burn, dissipates it and helps to prevent the heat
from progressing deeper into the skin along with cooling
the skin and reducing pain. SAF® based Sterile Burn
Dressings are compatible with skin and presently find
applications in medical wound care industry to treat burns
and wounds.
In a test condition, SAF® Fabric 2548 FR (600 gsm Struto
fabric) and 2105FR (carded and needle punched 200 gsm)
sandwiched between layers of 150 GSM needle-punched
fabric made from carbonised acrylic fibres demonstrated
that the heat resistance for an external flame
temperature of 1000oC is 12 min and 15 min respectively
(See Fig. 2). The temperature on internal side of the

Fig. 2: Fabrics subjected to 15min
High Temperature Flame Test

Fig. 1: Super Absorbent Fiber
contd...
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Drying Rate of 2548FR at 150ºC
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Fig. 3a): Flame Resistance Curve for 2548 FR

Fig. 4a): Drying Rate Curve for 2548 FR
Drying Rate of 2105FR at 150ºC
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Fig. 4b): Drying Rate Curve for 2105FR
Fig. 3b): Flame Resistance Curve for 2105FR

composite had not reached maximum acceptable
temperature of 50oC even after this duration. This is a
significant advantage over the currently used fire
protection suits that cannot be used beyond 1-2 min at
external temperatures of 1000oC (See Fig. 3a & b).
Coolant Products
People wearing protective wear are safe from danger of
fire and molten metal splashes but are prone to heat
stroke while working in high temperature
environments. The trial conducted on the fabrics to
show the efficiency of SAF® in coolant products
demonstrated that the drying rate at a continuous
drying temperature of 150ºC for SAF® Fabric 2548 FR
and 2105FR is approximately 3 hr and 1 hr
respectively. Drying rate (time to loose half the
absorbed water) gives an indication of how long the
fully swollen fabric can continue to offer cooling
depending on the surrounding temperature and it
proves that even at elevated temperatures the fabrics
remain effective for a considerable period of time (See
Fig. 4a & b). Coolant Jacket developed by TAL is a high
performance textile product developed for people
working in high temperature work places like steel
plants, thermal power plants etc (See Fig. 5). It works
on the evaporative cooling principle and can keep a
person cool for a prolonged period even in hot working
environments. This garment is developed from a 3layered clothing composite made by sandwiching SAF®
felt between a breathable outer shell fabric and a
thermally conductive, inner lining to form three layers
(See Fig. 6). This package provides durability,
separates the wearer from moisture, and acts as the
critical conduit for exchanging the wearer's body-heat
with cooling comfort.
Activation is a very simple process, involving dipping
the garment in water for 5-15 minutes. Soaking the
garment in water charges the SAF® felt with water.

When in contact with the wearer's skin, heat passes
directly from the body or the surroundings into the
water-activated fabric. This heat is released to the
environment in the form of evaporation. Because of the
even distribution of water-absorbent polymer
throughout the batting, cooling is provided evenly in the
entire garment for prolonged periods, depending on the
degree of garment contact, environmental conditions,
wearer physical activity, and type of outer clothing worn.
Also, when the garment is worn dry, the inner core
converts to an insulating barrier to the outside cold.
Sweat Absorbent Jacket
With the recent developments in textiles, fire protection
fabrics enable the fire fighters to work, protect and save
lives in fire accidents.
Similarly, industrial
workers, as well as
people working in
high temperatures
have got textile
products that resist
fire. But, all these
Fig. 5: Coolant Jackets
products cause a
major issue of
sweating when
subjected to fire/high
temperature. It is
observed that as the
internal temperature
of the fire suit
Fig. 6: 3-Layer Cooling Technology
increases, the body
absorbs this heat from the environment; also with the
higher level of physical workload; more calories are
consumed & more by- product heat is generated. Thus a
higher heat stress level; consequently, the body
eliminates heat through the sweating process.
contd...
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Unfortunately, this sweating in turn leads to reduction in
body salts and hence body fatigue. This effect is more
pronounced in case of industrial workers who have to
struggle long durations throughout their duty time.
As a solution to reduce sweating and heat stress, TAL has
developed its products on the basis of vapor transmission
and clothing absorption, whereas by slight changes in
design of the suit, ventilation can be incorporated;
leading to greater comfort for the fire fighter.

Fig. 7: Sweat Absorbent Jacket Comfort Technology
®

SAF based Sweat Absorbent Jackets absorb sweat
quickly & spread the moisture providing a higher surface
area, so that it subsequently gets evaporated from the
body (See Fig. 7). This drier surrounding leads to lesser
sweating and body fatigue. It can provide the wearer up
to a -6ºC temperature reduction, coupled with a drier
surface it gives a high degree of comfort to the wearer
enabling him to work for a longer duration of time in high
temperature zone. The jacket itself is fully washable.
The close partnership between TAL & BCH
is pioneering the introduction of TAL's globally
recognised superabsorbent evaporative
coolant, KoolSorb sweat management &
superabsorbent FR protective apparel
technologies, into the domestic Indian market.
Key to this, is the detailed levels of support
that TAL & BCH can provide to assist the
markets to optimise incorporation of these
technologies into final product.

Dave Hill, Global Business
Development Manager, TAL

Conclusion
Owing to its multidimensional properties SAF® is already
being used in a large number of applications that include
hygiene, automobile, agriculture etc. And with the latest
development of SAF® based high performance fire
protection and comfort fabrics for fire management, SAF®
products are bound to have enhanced acceptance from its
customers in various fire management applications like:
l Emergency Personal Protection- Fire Departments-Fire
Rescue and Firefighting
l Domestic and Specialist Fire Blankets- Home, School,
College, Restaurants….
l Heat shields to protect from hot work surroundingIndustrial workers, Defence - Army
l Property Protection from Fires- Roofing
l Protection to limit fire spread
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Spunlaced Materials in
Protective Apparel
Eveline Salem, Marketing Manager, Norafin GmbH, Germany

Increased technical and performance requirements represent new challenges for fabric manufacturers active in
the protective apparel market today. People working in hazardous environments need improved protection
against the flames and ask for enhanced comfort to get the chance to properly carry out their demanding work.
The design of new fabrics or fabric combinations offering multiple benefits to the wearer represent one solution
that enable industry and sporting professionals as well as fire fighters to increase their own performance in an
challenging work environment.
Norafin, an innovative spunlace producer, cooperated with a renowned textile technologist and a garment maker
to launch a novel product combining high-performance nonwovens with high-efficiency technical textiles. The
combination of such specialty textile fabrics with nonwovens and the shared know-how of the market participants
manufacturing those materials enable the final garment maker to offer a new product composition. The newly
developed product composition embraces the required product features such as improved insulation properties,
enhanced wearer comfort, softness and drapability at the same time. The multi-layered product combination,
which application is patented, proves enhanced protection against heat, thanks to the material's technology
adopted. The product combination offers improved protection against thermal exposure, UV rays, abrasion and
resistance against cuts and tears.

Spunlace Process

Technology and Application

The spunlace process is a
nonwovens manufacturing
system that employs jets of
water to entangle fibers and
thereby provide web and
eventually fabric integrity.
The jets exhaust most of the
kinetic energy primarily in
rearranging fibers within the
web and, secondly, in rebounding against the
substrates, dissipating energy to the fibers. A vacuum
within the roll removes used water from the product,
preventing flooding of the product and reduction in the
effectiveness of the jets to move the fibers and cause
entanglement. Both the fiber and web properties have
primary effects on the performance of the finished
product.

The new technology of combining spunlace nonwovens
with high effeciency technical textiles has addressed
numerous needs of the end user through its application in
thermal liners as a thermal insulation layer. Some

Spunlaced materials help improve the overall
performance of the final garment. It is the proprietary
spunlace technology that offers a multitude of product
advantages such as lower weight variations, superior
uniformity of the web, improved insulation properties as
well as a structured appearance. Such capabilities allows
the manufacturing of new products including:

l

Innovative spunlace material- Three-dimensional
structure; fiber entanglement by3 dimensional high
pressure water jets

l

Improved comfort & insulation properties, thanks to
the nonwoven’s specific surface and the air trapped in
the fabric

l

Enhanced TPP Rating (US Market) and EN 367/ISO
6942 for the European Market- 10 to 12% higher
than competitive product solutions

l

Maximum flexibilityleading barriers

l

Thin and lightweight

l

Outstanding pilling resistanceafter laundering and abrasion

twice as flexible as other

maintains integrity

Thermal Liners
l Multiple fiber types; from 'standard' fibers such as

PET, and PP, up to high performance fibers such as
PTFE, PPS, micro-fibers, aramid and meta-aramid
fibers
l A wide range of fabric basis weights
l Multi-layering capabilities
l 3-dimensional structures

The materials used in the primary
construction of firefighter suits
consist of three distinct layers: a
heat resistant outer shell fabric, a
moisture barrier, and a thermal liner
system. The moisture barrier and
thermal liner account for up to 70 – 75% of the protective
gear's thermal protection performance. The thermal liner
Oct - Dec 2011
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component consists of a multilayered fabric system typically
incorporating an air-encapsulating nonwoven batting material
quilted to a woven fabric face cloth.
The main function of the thermal liner is to minimize, to a safer
level, the amount of heat transfer from the firefighting
environment to the body of the firefighter. It follows that the
thermal liner is the major contributor to the TPP (Thermal
Protective Performance) rating of a turnout system. The
proprietary texture and surface of the spunlaced nonwoven
adopted within the fabric, provides a 10-12% higher TPP
rating compared to other competitive materials in the market
(See Fig. 1). The use of innovative spunlaced materials as an
insulation layer not only improves the TPP rating, but also
enables a reduction of layers needed to protect against the
flames. Thanks to the superior uniformity of the nonwoven
web adopted as well as its proprietary surface and texture, the
overall weight of the final garment can be reduced leading to

3D Performance Fabric

Standard Product

Fig.1: TPP Rating

Moisture barrier/
Thermal Liner

Outershell

Inner layer

Total Weight
(gsm)

TPP rating
2
(2 cal/cm )

PBI+Para-aramide

Spacer material + PTFE
membrane

Aramide blend

580

23.3

PBI+Para-aramide

Norafin spunlace + PTFE
membrane

Aramide blend

580

26.9

PBI+Para-aramide

Norafin spunlace + PTFE
membrane

Aramide blend

500

22.9

Graphic: The higher the garment TPP rating, the more time that is required before a second degree burn will occur. As
can be seen from the table above the outershell and inner layer was the same for all three compositions. Therefore, by
replacing the middle layer with a spunlace material, it is possible to achieve the higher TTP rating and at the same time
a reduction of the total weight by 15%

Conclusion
Use of spunlace nonwoven for such clothing, makes it durable and gives traditional textile like characteristics.
Spunlace materials offer enhanced safety and help prevent from injuries in risky situations while improving people's
well-being. In combination with technical textiles, spunlace fabrics enable an improved performance of final garments
needed in the protective apparel market.
Norafin will be presenting a paper on "Safety & Protection (Flame resistant Nonwovens)" at
TechTextil India 2011 Symposium which is going to be held from the 11th-12th October in Mumbai.

DID YOU KNOW?
l That gold and silver coins were melted to create thread for precious brocaded cloths
l Did you know that one silkworm can spin a thread more than half a mile long?
l Much of the aircraft of the future could be woven
l Embroidered fabrics can create surgical implants
l Knitted metal is used in filters and catalytic converters
l Did you know that 70% of the world's population use second hand clothes?
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New Trends in Sound Package
Materials for Automotives
Introduction
NVH is an industry term associated with the prediction
& active/passive treatment of vibration and audible
sounds. The automotive industry is currently spending
millions of dollars on NVH work to develop new
materials & damping techniques. The new design
methods have started to consider NVH issues
throughout the whole design process and not just in
the later stages. This involves integrating extensive
modeling, simulation, evaluation, & optimization
techniques into the design process to insure both noise
and vibration comfort. Noise frequencies & levels are
characteristics of each individual car model & the materials
and specific design have to be individually optimized.

Type and Usage
Automotive manufactures are facing ever increasing
expectations from customers regarding NVH & drive
comfort. Also Interior noise level targets for passenger
cars are going down every year by 0.3 dB. Interior noise
targets for a mid priced luxury family car powered by a
four-cylinder gasoline engine today is 60 dB at the
driver's ear at 80 km/h and 65 dB at 120 km/h. These
challenges bring design and development of complete
sound package for vehicle noise control which requires
an excellent measurement facility, simulation and
optimization techniques. The sound package material
consists of three types of materials like absorbers,
insulators & dampeners & their performance is evaluated
in terms of sound absorption coefficient, sound
transmission loss and damping loss factors respectively.
The sound package is composed of materials located at
strategic locations within the vehicle specifically
designed to either absorb or block sound transmitted
into the cabin. They can be classified as:
Sound Absorbing Materials
Sound absorbing materials absorb the direct as well the
reflected sound energy, lower the reverberant noise
level and reduce echoes inside a passenger cabin. The
most commonly used sound absorbers in a vehicle are
the headliner, carpet, seats, package trays, hood
absorbers, lightweight dash insulators, engine side outer
dash, etc. Absorbers for door panels, pillar trim & trunk
areas are available in fiber & foam materials & in
multilayered combinations. All of these components
absorb sound energy based on their thickness, density,
flow resistance, porosity & acoustic properties. Adding
layer of impervious films or aluminum foils can increase
the low frequency sound absorption, usually at the
expense of the performance at high frequencies. At
design stage, the performance of the sound absorbers
can be evaluated by two microphone impedance tube set
up for the measurement of normal incidence sound
absorption coefficient. This method is based on the
international standard like ASTM E 1050/ISO 10534-2.

Barrier Materials
Barrier materials reduce the noise transmitted between
two adjacent zones such as engine and passenger
compartment. These barriers are used in floor systems,
dash insulators, trunk systems & wheelhouse insulators.
Expandable baffles are used to block channels and
cavities inside the vehicle structures. These sealants seal
gaps within the walls of channels & similar cavities as they
expand many times to their original volume, resulting in a
barrier that blocks propagation of sound from one region
to other. Increased use of cavity filler materials on
rockers, pillers & posts has resulted in a need to develop a
standardized procedure for ranking of performance of
these materials.
Vibration Damping Materials
To achieve the NVH targets, reduction of acoustic
sensitivity via body structural modifications involves
increasing body stiffness while damping treatments are
often used to reduce the overall vibration & noise levels.
Damping treatments usually help to reduce the vibration
response at panel resonances. Mastics, free & constrained
layer visco-elastic materials, etc. are the commonly used
damping materials for the body, floor and dash panels.
Typical barrier materials in use today include layers of
thermoplastic polymers loaded with various fillers. These
barriers are used in floor systems, dash insulators, trunk
systems & wheelhouse insulators. Damping treatment
may also act in conjunction with sound package to
increase the noise reduction of structure-borne sound
transmission paths.
These NVH components can be further classified on the
basis of where they are located in a car which may be the
engine or the passenger or the luggage compartments.
Engine Compartment
Bonnet /Hood Insulator
All materials used in a bonnet insulator are oil & fire resistant.
This product is made from resinated felt & non-wovens.
Outer Dash Insulators
A typical outer dash insulator is
made with fibre material & a
textile cover; precision moulded
to have a perfect fit with the
firewall. Due to their location in
the engine compartment, all
materials used are oil & fire
Bonnet Insulator
resistant. This product is made
from resinated felt and non-woven fabrics.
Engine Encapsulation
The encapsulation of the engine compartment arises from
the need to reduce exterior noise. Typically, it consists of
components fixed to the body. One exception is the engine
top cover, which is attached directly to the engine.
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Acoustic absorbers are applied to the hood, the
bulkhead, the sides of the front beams & an under shield.
Heat Shield
A heat shield is designed to shield a substance from
absorbing excessive heat from an outside source by
dissipating, reflecting or simply absorbing the heat. It is
often used as a form of Exhaust Heat Management.
Passenger Compartment
Inner Dash Insulators
Inner dash insulators are placed
between the carpet & the front
firewall of the vehicle. Mostly they
consist of a high density layer of
material that is bonded to a layer
Inner Dash Insulator
of low density porous fibre or foam
Courtesy: Rieter
material. These products can be
made from heavy elastomeric sheet & resinated felt or
polyurethane foam, in both bonded and molded forms.
Insulation Roof Liner
It is applied to the underside of the hood. They are
generally fiber bond paddings installed between the
headliner and mental roof line.
Insulation Carpet
The carpet padding typically
used in automobiles consists of
a needled vinyl-based fiber that
lies between the floor panels &
Insulation Carpet
the carpet itself. A new process
now allows for the use of polyurethane foam padding
between the carpet & the floor panel, which promises
even greater reductions in NVH.
Insulation Door Trim
Paddings are provided in between the door trim & metal
door to counter noise and vibration.

30% resin powder and 70% of scrap fibre mix. These
thermosets are often a composite with a thin Needle
Punched fabric made out of 100% PET recycled fibre.

Future Trends In New Materials
New Materials- Natural Fibres
Natural fibers are increasingly becoming popular with
OEMs - and it's not just because they are 'eco-friendly' but
also due to their cost effectiveness. For many years, glass
fiber has been used widely for reinforcing plastic
automobile parts. But now, with new technology, change
has begun & suppliers are moving towards the nature for
reinforcements with natural fibers. The use of natural
fibers reduces weight by 10% and lowers energy needed
for production by 80% while the cost of the component is
five percent less than the comparable fiberglassreinforced component. OEMs are also using lightweight
composite panels due to growing demand for more 'ecofriendly' materials but still they are looking for good costperformance. They are going into composite panels for
doors, boot liners, parcel shelves, dashboards & other
interior trim where manufacturers previously used either
mineral-filled polypropylene or (for larger sizes) glass
fiber-reinforced composites. More advanced development
work is looking at exterior panels reinforced with natural
fiber for the front & underbody of the car. Another issue is
recyclability of the sound package components which will
be a major issue for developing countries like India in
future. For the environmentalists, natural fibers offer a
good carbon dioxide balance throughout their life cycle.
When it comes to disposal, they can be incinerated with
very little residue. They have a low specific gravity and
good physical properties, so they can give the same level
of performance than regular sound package materials.
The most attractive natural fibers - such as flax, hemp &
sisal can offer high orders of mechanical strength. Natural
fiber composites are now emerging as a realistic
alternative to wood-filled and glass-reinforced
composites. These materials can deliver the same
performance for lower weight; also they can also be 25 30% stronger than the present materials. Moreover, they
exhibit a favorable non-brittle fracture on impact which is
another important requirement in the passenger
compartment. Also these materials now a days are
available in different colors and combinations which gives
freedom to OEMs to choose material of their choice.

Luggage Compartment
Wheel- arc Liner
These external components are relatively new
applications for textiles but are becoming more
important. Needle-punched polyester & polypropylene
that is coated with specially formulated SBR latex have
been found to be suitable material.
Trunk Mat Lining
The fibres used in these are coarse grades of polyester &
polypropylene. Needle-punched covering are
particularly popular in the boot.

New Materials-Smart Materials

The manufacturing process for NVH products is based on
the raw materials used. The two broad manufacturing
processes are for Non-Polyurethane based (Non-PU) &
Polyurethane based NVH products. Till five years back,
PU foam was used in passenger vehicles for insulation in
India, but today, PU foam has been replaced by textile
based NVH components. In commercial vehicles, still PU
foam is used for insulation & textile material is negligible.
Non-Polyurethane based products can be Needlepunched Thermoset (resin bonded) or Thermoplastic.
Needle punched fabrics are generally made up of low
melt fibre and a mix of textile fibre waste of synthetic,
cotton, jute etc. Thermoset NVH components are mainly
used in the engine compartment & constitute of a mix of

Recently the use of active noise control has been combined
with passive noise control to develop smart sound
absorbers. Active control technologies appear to be the only
way to attenuate the low-frequency noise levels. Therefore,
a hybrid passive/active absorber can absorb the incident
sound over a wide frequency range. Smart materials are
combination of passive absorbent properties of a sound
absorbing porous layer and active control at its rear face,
where the controller can be implemented using digital
techniques. The use of a piezoelectric actuator as a
secondary source & wire meshes as porous material has
allowed the design of thin active liners composed of several
cells of absorbers to be used to reduce noise in flow ducts.
Recent research has been aimed at producing a broadband
sound absorber known as smart foam, which is a hybrid
active-passive sound-absorbing material.
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JEC Asia Innovation Awards 2011
for Groundbreaking Composites
Applications Announced
JEC Composites has announced the winners of the JEC
Asia Innovation Awards 2011, the annual award
program organized by JEC Group that recognizes
breakthrough composites processes & application
developments across the Asia Pacific region. The rapid
pace of growth in Asian countries, such as China, India &
South Korea, has outstripped industrial developments in
other parts of the world & led to an increased demand in
Asia for more innovative technologies and processes to
be adopted across the composites value chain,
particularly in industry segments such as aeronautics,
a u t o m o t i v e / t r a n s p o r t a t i o n
&
construction/infrastructures. This year, 14 organizations
& their partners will receive awards for their roles in
advancing composites innovations at JEC Asia 2011. The
annual JEC Asia will be held in Singapore on October 1820 “Our annual JEC Asia Innovation
Awards program provides a clear
affirmation that composites research
and development activities are fast
gaining prominence in Asia,” says
Frédérique Mutel, JEC Group President
and CEO. The Awards are handed out
based on their technical interest,
market potential, partnership, financial
Frédérique MUTEL
JEC President and CEO
impact and originality.

“Both recipients of this year's Life Achievement Awards
are veteran figures who have made decisive contributions
to the advancement of composites developments in Asia.
The JEC Group is delighted to honor their achievements
this year,” Mutel says.

Honoring Composites Industry Veterans who
made a Difference

Eco-Friendly Category
Innovation: Water-based release agent that does not
harm the environment
Winner: Münch Chemie International Gmbh (Germany)
Münch Chemie International has developed a new
Mikon® series of water-based, solvent-free release agent
that allows multiple releases after a single application and
shows excellent release and processing properties. The
raw materials used are amino-functional polysiloxanes
combined with fluorinated functional end groups. These
products are integrated into an aqueous matrix by means
of an emulsifying process. With this breakthrough
development, Münch Chemie has succeeded in
developing an environmentally friendly product, which
was developed based on the elimination of solvents which
are harmful to the environment. The advantages include
cost savings, better performance, and the use of release
agents that potentially reduce carbon emissions.
Automation Category
Innovation: First robotic system used in the composites
industry to replicate operator movements
Winner: Matrasur Composites (France)
Developed by Matrasur Composites, Robomat is the first
robotic system used in the composites industry to

Besides handing out awards in nine composites
technology & application categories, the JEC Group will
also be handing out Life Achievement Awards to honor
two individuals who have made a significant contribution
to advancing composites growth in the Asia Pacific
region- Kim Jung Heun, President of Keun Yung
Industrial Co. Ltd. in South Korea; & Chen Shao Jie,
Professor at Shenyang Aircraft Design & Research
Institute & Executive Director of the Chinese Society for
Composite Materials.
Kim Jung Heun established Keun Yung Industrial in 1973
& under his leadership, the company has developed
advanced capabilities in manufacturing & supplies a wide
range of fiber glass reinforced plastics. Between 1989 &
1992, Kim also played an integral role in the
establishment of the Korean Fiber Reinforced Plastic
Association in his capacity as the association's vice
president.
As Executive Director of the Chinese Society for
Composite Materials, Chen Shao Jie has been involved in
several developmental projects in China that advance
the use of composite materials for commercial aviation
end use.

The Winners
The JEC Asia Innovation Awards 2011 ceremony will take
place on October 18, 2011 at 4.30pm, during JEC Asia.
This year's winners are listed below:
Intermediate Processing Category
Innovation: Cost-competitive carbon fiber composite
materials
Winner: Tianhe Resin Co. Ltd. (China)
Chinese manufacturer Tianhe Resin has developed a new
sheet molding compound (SMC) technology for
manufacturing a cost-competitive carbon fiber composite
material suitable for industrial end use. Adopting a new
resin thickening system & supplanting the traditional preimpregnation technique used for most carbon fiber
composite materials, Tianhe Resin's technology allows for
the compounding of carbon composite materials with up
to 55% fiber content. The resulting materials display the
high strength & low density properties that offer
significant advantages for reducing weight particularly in
vehicle part construction, such as bumpers, hood shields,
& chassis frame covers.

contd...
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replicate operator movements. Robomat is capable of
spraying different materials (release agent, gel coat,
barrier coat & resin & fiber glass) by utilizing a
continuous material supply system with automatic
material change that feeds the desired material at a
constant flow rate & controlled temperature. The
innovative robotics programming technology reproduces
all the movements made by the operator- Matrasur's
robot is available in 6, 8, or 10-axis configurations,
depending on the application. The key benefits offered
by Matrasur include raw material savings, greater
productivity with high quality, & improved operator
safety.
Software Category
Innovation: Development of a multidisciplinary
manufacturing analysis tool
Winner: Magestic Systems Inc. (USA)
Partner: EADS Innovation Works (UK)
TruPLAN, the result of a collaboration between EADS
Innovation Works and Magestic Systems, is a
multidisciplinary manufacturing analysis tool that
provides designers with the capability to test new
composite parts against multiple manufacturing
methods during the conceptual design phase. This
enables them to quickly collect the reliable data required
to optimize the design of the part to be manufactured.
TruPLAN uses a variety of parameters for each
composites process (CNC and robotic automated fiber
placement, automated tape laying, hand-layup, and
filament winding) and provides the capability to test
multiple manufacturing scenarios, determine accurate
costs and process time, understand the implications of
design choices before production, and ensure the
selection of the best method.
Aeronautics Category
Innovation: Core stabilization technology for
manufacturing sandwich components
Winner: Hindustan Aeronautics Limited (India)
Hindustan Aeronautics Limited (HAL) has developed a
new core stabilization technology for the manufacturing
of sandwich components, eliminating the problem of
core crush/shifting and reducing part weight by 10-15
percent. HAL's core stabilization technology also leads to
a considerable reduction in component fabrication cycle
time. The process was approved by the regulatory
authorities of India, the Regional Centre for Military
Airworthiness (RCMA) and the Director General of
Aeronautical Quality Assurance (DGAQA).
Marine Category
Innovation: Infusion process to manufacture a hull with
environmentally friendly materials
Winner: Lavender Composites (Australia)
Partners: Sicomin (France) and Amorim Cork
Composites (Portugal)
Lavender Composites has developed composites-based
marine structures that utilize renewable materials. Using
the infusion process to reduce volatile organic compound
(VOC) content, Lavender combines Sicomin's
GreenPoxy55 and Amorim's CoreCork composite core
materials to develop a more environmentally responsible
hull design for electric-powered boats, while maintaining

the highest performance possible. The structural design
of the hull is made up of GreenPoxy epoxy material with
high biomass carbon content and the CoreCork core,
which is attractive for its natural and sustainable features.
This process uses a large quotient of plant-based
materials and sets up an extremely low resin absorption
rate, reducing overall weight.
Transportation Category
Innovation: A fully molded caravan with lightweight,
aerodynamic properties
Winner: Bolwell (Australia)
Bolwell has been working with bonding techniques used in
the aerospace industry for transportation applications.
These include the design and development of a fully
molded, composites-based touring caravan. The Bolwell
Edge caravan is lightweight, aerodynamic and rides easily
on an independent trailing arm suspension, making it
stable, safe and economical to tow. The body is bonded,
creating an extremely strong, one-piece waterproof
structure, while the moldability of the composite
materials enables a clean and uncluttered design.
Infrastructures Category
Innovation: Fully integrated composites water supply
system
Winner: Sekisui Chemical Co. Ltd. (Japan)
Partner: Hebei KNT Group (China)
Sekisui Chemical aims to contribute to minimizing water
shortage issues in China by providing materials that help
in the development of fully integrated composites water
supply infrastructures.
These infrastructures contribute to dam construction,
maintenance of water service infrastructures, alleviating
uneven water distribution, and reducing water leakage
rates. Sekisui Chemical's fiber reinforced plastic materials
are developed for utilization in large scale water supply
systems with large diameter pipes and fittings.
Student Research Category
Innovation: Recycled carbon fiber sheet as textile heating
elements
Winner: University of Nottingham (UK)
Partners: University of Nottingham Malaysia Campus
(Malaysia) and Technical Fibre Products (UK)
A joint UK collaboration between the University of
Nottingham & manufacturer Technical Fibre Products has
resulted in the development of recycled carbon fiber
sheets as textile heating elements used in garment and
food delivery applications. This collaboration also involves
polymer research being conducted in the Malaysian
campus of the University of Nottingham. The
developmental breakthrough is in the processing of the
recycled carbon fiber into non-woven sheets that offer
high strength & conductivity. The heating fabric is
manufactured by sandwiching the conductive sheet with
an adhesive Teflon sheet with copper bars crimped to the
side for electrical connectivity purposes. Heating garment
applications include heating gloves, vests, insoles & hats,
while the incorporation of the heating fabric into food
delivery bags not only provides flexibility but also
robustness & stable heating performance.
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Three Major Events for Technical Absorbents
UK-based Technical Absorbents has a busy few months ahead as it gears up to
attend three major industry exhibitions and conferences.
Between 12th and 14th October it will be exhibiting its Super Absorbent Fibre (SAF®)
technology at the 14th Shanghai International Nonwoven Exhibition (SINCE). The
exhibition is the largest and most important meeting place for manufacturers,
suppliers and buyers of nonwovens raw materials, equipment and machinery and
serves to reach China and the rest of Asia. Technical Absorbents aims to take
advantage of the exhibitions reputation and directly communicate with thousands
of key players from the markets in which it operates over three successive days.
Later the same month Insight 2011 begins in Minneapolis, USA. The International
nonwovens conference, which is the premier event for the absorbent products and
high performance fabrics industries, will take place over five days (23-27 October).
During the event, Technical Absorbent's Business Development Manager Mr. Dave
Hill will give a presentation to over 350 key industry delegates about innovative
applications for Super Absorbent Fibre (SAF®).
In December the company will visit India for Filtrex. Taking place over
two days (6-7th) in New Delhi, EDANA and BCH are organising the
high-level conference to support the expected market growth for
filtration across the Indian subcontinent and Asia. Technical
Absorbents will present a paper at the conference specifically geared
towards this growing market sector.
“It is important for Technical Absorbents to be a part of such important industry events across the
globe” says Mr Dave Hill. “The company is continuously developing its super absorbent technology
and working with different parties to develop new markets and applications. Events such as these
allow it to bring SAF® closer to the markets in which the company operates and network with key
industry players.”

GDM Leading Supplier of Converting Machines for
Sanitary Napkins, Baby Diapers and Adult Diapers

contd...
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Teijin to Exhibit at Techtextil India (10 -12 October 2011)
The Teijin booth (stands C10 and D9) will present high-performance solutions incorporating aramid,
carbon and polyester fibers for diverse applications, including protective, energy-saving and
environmental fields in Techtextil India being held in Mumbai. The many outstanding Teijin fiber
products to be exhibited include:
TWARON, TECHNORA, TEIJINCONEX & SULFRON aramid fibers: TWARON para-aramid fiber
is used in India for armor, including vests, helmets and lightweight vehicles. It is also being used
increasingly in reinforced automotive hoses for enhanced performance and asbestos-free brake
pads that meet global environmental standards. TWARON provides optical fiber cables with greater
strength, and is also used in protective gloves worn by millions of workers in India. TECHNORA is
finding a growing range of applications in Indian engineering plastics thanks to superior abrasion
resistance. SULFRON lowers the rolling resistance of automotive tires for greater durability and
improved fuel efficiency without compromising performance. Fire-resistant, flame-retardant
TEIJINCONEX is an excellent choice for protective clothing worn by firefighters and factory workers.
TENAX carbon fibers: Toho Tenax Co., Ltd., the core company of the Teijin Group's carbon fibers
business and the world's second-largest carbon-fiber producer, is expanding research, production
and sales of TENAX carbon fiber on a global basis, with a key focus on the Indian market.
Lightweight carbon fibers are one-quarter the weight of steel, yet boast excellent tensile strength
and modulus nearly ten times greater than steel. Demand for carbon fibers is broadly diversifying
due to needs for lightweight, energy-efficient and green materials. TENAX is used in the Airbus
A380 and numerous other applications, including wind-generator blades, pressure vessels,
aerospace equipment, robots, automobiles, golf-club shafts, fishing rods, tennis racquets and yacht
bodies. Teijin is also developing new applications suited to Indian needs in automotives and other
fields.
Polyester fibers: Teijin's high-performance polyester is widely used in automotive interiors for
seat, ceiling and flooring materials. An exhibit of a railcar seat will present ELK, a high-performance
polyester cushioning material that is lightweight, durable and breathable, and does not yellow
easily or generate cyanogen gas when incinerated.

Huntsman Announces Significant Restructuring at its
Textile Effects Business in Basel, Switzerland
Huntsman announced that its Textile Effects (TE) division plans to implement a significant
restructuring, including the possible closure of its production facilities and business support offices in
Basel, Switzerland, as part of an on-going strategic program aimed at improving its long-term global
competitiveness. The planned restructuring and the possible closures could affect approximately 600
positions in Basel, with potentially 500 job losses and 100 positions moving to other sites across the
organization, to build capability closer to customers. In addition, there will be a further 100 new hires
added in key markets and the division’s Basel-based Research & Technology department will not be
affected by the planned restructuring, as the Business remains totally committed to strengthening its
innovation capability.

Reifenhäuser announces the Winners
®
of the Extrusioneers Innovation Contest
®

The winners of the Extrusioneers Innovation Contest, the open ideas competition
organized by Reifenhäuser on the subject of plastics extrusion, are found.
Participants from over 20 countries have presented their ideas about plastics
extrusion on the online platform, and have discussed and exchanged ideas about
this subject eight weeks long. During the contest period, 101 ideas and almost 1000
comments were submitted in the three categories product, process and machine.
The winners and their ideas who are published on the platform can look forward to prize monies,
ipads and invitations to Reifenhäuser innovation workshops. All other participants will be rewarded
100 euros each for their ideas and time invested. The contest has shown that open innovation is
possible in the mechanical engineering industry.
Meet the winners: www.extrusioneers-innovation-contest.com/winners.php
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